
Tennessee Valley Authority, Post Office Box 2000, Spring City, Tennessee 37381-2000

SEP 15 2004

TVA-WBN-TS-04-09
10 CFR 50.90

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Mail Stop: OWFN P1-35
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Gentlemen:

In the Matter of ) Docket Nos. 50-390
Tennessee Valley Authority

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT (WBN) - UNIT 1 - TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS (TS) CHANGE 04-09 - MODE CHANGE LIMITATIONS
USING THE CONSOLIDATED LINE ITEM IMPROVEMENT PROCESS (CLIIP)

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90, TVA is submitting a request for an
amendment to the technical specifications (TS) for WBN,
Unit 1.

The proposed amendment (TS-04-09) would modify TS
requirements for mode change limitations in Limiting
Condition for Operation (LCO) 3.0.4 and Surveillance
Requirement (SR) 3.0.4. The proposed changes are consistent
with Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) approved
Industry/Technical Specification Task Force (TSTF) Standard
Technical Specification Change, TSTF-359 Revision 9. TSTF-
359, Revision 9 is the equivalent of TSTF-359, Revision 8, as
modified by the notice in the Federal Register published on
April 4, 2003. That Federal Register notice announced the
availability of this TS improvement through the consolidated
line item improvement process (CLIIP).
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In conjunction with adopting the TSTF-359 changes, TVA has
proposed some additional improvements for several TS sections
consistent with standard TS requirements for Westinghouse
plants (NUREG-1431, Revision 3). These changes implement
NRC-approved TSTFs 153, RO (in part) and TSTF-285, Rl for WBN
TS Sections which were also affected by TSTF-359. Therefore,
these changes are adopted to provide additional consistency
and standardization.

Enclosure 1 provides a description of the proposed change
(including a table of affected TS with a brief description of
the change), the requested confirmation of applicability, and
plant-specific verifications. Enclosure 2 provides the
existing TS pages marked-up to show the proposed change.
Enclosure 3 provides the existing TS Bases pages marked-up to
reflect the proposed change.

In conjunction with the proposed change, the Federal Register
Notice also stated that TS requirements for a Bases Control
Program, consistent with the TS Bases Control Program
described in Section 5.5 of the applicable vendor's Standard
Technical Specifications (STS), shall be incorporated into
the licensee's TS, if not already in the TS, and similarly,
the STS requirements of SR 3.0.1 and associated Bases shall
have been adopted. Since the WBN TS is based on the Improved
Technical Specifications (ITS), these requirements are
already in the current TS. Consequently, it is not necessary
to propose additional changes to the Bases Control Program or
to SR 3.0.1 and its associated Bases within this license
amendment request for WBN.

In accordance with 10 CFR 50.91(b) (1), TVA is sending a copy
of this letter and enclosures to the Tennessee State
Department of Public Health.

TVA is asking that this TS change be approved by
February 14, 2005, in support of the Cycle 6 refueling
outage, and that the implementation of the revised TS be made
within 60 days of NRC approval. The enclosed changes to the
TS Bases will be implemented concurrently with the TS change
in accordance with the TS Bases Control Program.
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There are no regulatory commitments associated with this
submittal.

If you have any questions about this change, please telephone
me at (423) 365-1824.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true
and correct. Executed on this 15th day of September, 2004.

Sincerely,

P. L. Pace

Enclosures:
1. TVA Description and Evaluation of the Proposed Change
2. Proposed Technical Specifications Change (mark-up)
3. Proposed Technical Specifications Bases Changes (mark-up)

cc: See page 4
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Enclosures
cc (Enclosures):

NRC Resident Inspector
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
1260 Nuclear Plant Road
Spring City, Tennessee 37381

Mr. R. J. Pascarelli, Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
MS 07A15
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852-2738

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
Sam Nunn Atlanta Federal Center
61 Forsyth St., SW, Suite 23T85
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Mr. Lawrence E. Nanney, Director
Division of Radiological Health.
Third Floor
L&C Annex
401 Church Street
Nashville, Tennessee 37243-1532



ENCLOSURE 1

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT (WBN)

UNIT 1 - DOCKET NO. 390

PROPOSED LICENSE AMENDMENT REQUEST WBN-TS-04-09
MODE CHANGE LIMITATIONS USING THE CONSOLIDATED LINE ITEM

IMPROVEMENT PROCESS (CLIIP)

DESCRIPTION AND EVALUATION OF PROPOSED CHANGE

1.0 DESCRIPTION

The proposed amendment would modify WBN Technical
Specifications (TS) requirements for mode change limitations
in Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) 3.0.4 and
Surveillance Requirement (SR) 3.0.4.

The proposed changes are consistent with Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) approved Industry/Technical Specification
Task Force (TSTF) Standard Technical Specification Change
Traveler, TSTF-359 Revision 9. TSTF-359, Revision 9 is the
equivalent of TSTF-359, Revision 8, as modified by the
notice in the Federal Register published on April 4, 2003.
That Federal Register notice announced the availability of
this TS improvement through the consolidated line item
improvement process (CLIIP).

A description of the proposed TS/TS Bases changes is
provided in Table 1, "Technical Specification and Bases
Impacts," at the end of this enclosure indicating the
affected portions of the TS and Bases and the impact to each
portion. A description of the TS/TS Bases changes where
variances are required to adopt TSTF-359 Revision 9, due to
differences between WBN TS and the Standard Technical
Specifications (STS), is provided in Section 2.2 of this
enclosure.

Enclosure 2 provides the existing WBN Unit 1 TS pages
marked-up to show the proposed change. Enclosure 3 provides
the existing WBN Unit 1 TS Bases pages marked-up to show the
proposed change, for information.
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2.0 ASSESSMENT

2.1 Applicability of Published Safety Evaluation

TVA has reviewed the safety evaluation published on
April 4, 2003 (68 FR 16579) as part of the CLIIP. This
review included a review of the NRC staff's evaluation, as
well as the supporting information provided to support TSTF-
359. TVA has concluded that the justifications presented in
the TSTF proposal and the safety evaluation prepared by the
NRC staff are applicable to WBN Unit 1, and justify this
amendment for the incorporation of the changes to the WBN
TSs.

2.2 Optional Changes and Variations

TVA has not proposed any significant variations or
deviations from the TS changes described in TSTF-359,
Revision 9 or the NRC staff's model safety evaluation
published on April 4, 2003.

However, it is noted that due to several differences between
WBN TS/TS Bases and the model STS in NUREG-1431 Revision 3,
"Standard Technical Specifications - Westinghouse Plants,ff
there are several instances where additional changes from
those identified in TSTF mark-up changes are necessary or
desired to improve the consistency of the WBN TS. These
variations are discussed below and summarized in the
attached Table 1 and do not affect the adoption or
application of TSTF-359 Revision 9. All other TS Sections
are modified without variance as described in Table 1.

As indicated in Table 1 for LCO 3.1.1, 3.1.2, 3.4.8, 3.4.12
(Notes 1 and 4), 3.9.1, 3.9.2, and 3.9.6, a deletion is
proposed for certain MODE change restriction notes that were
included in the original version (Revision 0) of the WBN TS.
These notes were generally based on NUREG-1431, Revision 0
and/or Revision 1 and were included as a result of the
evaluation required by a Reviewer's Note in LCO 3.0.4 in
Revision 1 of NUREG-1431. As discussed in TSTF-359,
"Proposed Change" the Reviewer's Note has been deleted as
well as any plant-specific Notes restricting MODE changes
added as a result of the evaluation required by the
Reviewer's Note. Therefore, these notes are not required.
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Because of their plant-specific nature, the notes do not
appear in NUREG-1431, and are therefore not applicable in
TSTF-359. The resulting changes are consistent with TSTF-
359, R9, and NUREG-1431, Revision 3.

1. LCO 3.4.12 - Cold Overpressure Mitigation System (COMS)
- The proposed WBN change revises the LCO to be
consistent with LCO 3.4.12 [Low Temperature
Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System], in TSTF-359 and
NUREG-1431, Revision 3, with the exception of the WBN
title which remains as "COMS." Because of differences
between the WBN TS/TS Bases and the model STS in NUREG-
1431 Revision 3, some changes proposed for TSTF-359 for
LCO 3.4.12 are not applicable to WBN. The differences
are as follows:

* Notes 1 and 4 are deleted based on deletion of
the Reviewer's NOTE, as discussed above. NOTE 3
is not required due to proposed changes made to
WBN LCO 3.5.2 (ECCS Operating), consistent with
TSTF-153, Revision 0 and NUREG-1431, Revision 3.
(See LCO 3.5.2 discussion below).

* In accordance with NRC-approved TSTF-285 Rl and
NUREG-1431, R3, a new NOTE 1 is added to the LCO
and current Note 2 is editorially relocated from
the APPLICABILITY section to the LCO section.
Accordingly, Bases changes are also provided
consistent with TSTF-285 RI, and NUREG-1431. Note
that these TSTF-285 changes post-date the TSTF-359
markups. The new NOTE 1 revises and relocates the
current NOTE in Required Action B.1, from:

"NOTE - Two charging pumps may be capable of
injecting into the RCS during pump swap
operation for less than or equal to 15 minutes.'

to:

"NOTE 1 - Two charging pumps may be made capable
of injecting for less than or equal to 1 hour
for pump swap operations.'
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As discussed in TSTF-285, Rev 1, the current B.1
Required Action Note is undesirable since it
requires entry into the Actions; specifically an
action with an "Immediately fix the condition"
requirement. The relation between the "15
minutes" allowance in the Note and the
"Immediately" could be confusing. Furthermore,
15 minutes is insufficient time to prudently
complete the operation of making the charging
pump incapable of injection. Closing and
racking out valves, or racking out the pump
breaker requires appropriate administrative
controls to be followed by Operations personnel.
With proper diligence, these actions may not be
safely accomplished within 15 minutes in all
cases. One hour is reasonable considering the
small likelihood of an event during this brief
period and the other administrative controls
available (e.g., operator action to stop any
pump that inadvertently starts). Therefore, the
exception is reformatted as an LCO Note with a
one hour allowance.

Pump swaps during COMS conditions must take into
account the restrictions of the COMS analysis as
well as the other required functions. In Mode
4, a charging pump is required to be operable to
meet the ECCS requirements. The charging pump
also is a part of charging and letdown to
maintain RCS inventory and chemistry control.
Further, securing charging for the purpose of
not having more than the allowable pumps
operable would also put thermal fatigue cycles
on the piping and impact seal injection to the
Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCP) which has seal
degradation potential. For these reasons it is
desirable to have a provision to safely and
deliberately swap pumps. In Modes 5 or 6, a
charging pump is required for the necessary
boration flowpath. This requirement has been
relocated from the TS, but remains part of the
Licensing Basis. While not as time critical as
the ECCS function, it is still required, and
depending on plant status, the need for RCP seal
injection may still be present. A time estimate
for the charging pump swap performed by one
Equipment Operator and one Reactor Operator was
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performed (as documented in TSTF-285, RI) to
confirm the requested time. This was an
estimate starting with an open, racked out pump
breaker on one pump and ending with an open,
racked out, and properly surveilled pump breaker
on the other pump. The estimates clearly
demonstrated 15 minutes to be inadequate to
safely and deliberately complete the evolution.
One hour is more appropriate. However, the
intent is to minimize the actual time that more
than one charging pump is physically capable of
injection and this is discussed in the changes
proposed to Bases.

Regarding LCO 3.4.12 Note 2, as discussed in
TSTF-285, the NOTE is proposed to be editorially
relocated from the APPLICABILITY section to the
LCO section. Because the Note allows an
exception to the LCO, it would be more
appropriately located under the LCO.

TVA has reviewed the changes proposed by TSTF-
285 and confirmed its applicability to WBN. A
supplemental No Significant Hazards
Consideration Determination for this change is
provided in Section 3.1.1.

2. LCO 3.5.2 - ECCS - Operating - The following
administrative changes provide compatibility with
TSTF-359: NOTE 2 is revised to delete reference to LCO
3.0.4 and is clarified consistent with the proposed
deletion of LCO 3.4.12, NOTE 3 (discussed above) and
with NUREG-1431, Revision 3, and with TSTF-153, RO
(partial - LCO 3.5.2 only). Both Notes 1 and 2 are
moved from the APPLICABILITY to the LCO, consistent
with NUREG-1431, Revision 3. Because these changes
were already made to NUREG-1431 in earlier travelers,
TSTF-359 did not affect LCO 3.5.2. Corresponding Bases
changes are also provided.

3. LCO 3.9.6 - Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation - In addition to the NOTE deleted pursuant
to the Item 1 (above), an administrative change is
provided to delete the LCO NOTE pertaining to the need
for only one RHR loop to be OPERABLE prior to initial
criticality of WBN Unit 1.. That NOTE is no longer
applicable (only applied prior to WBN Unit 1 initial
criticality).
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4. NUREG-1431 LCO 3.6.9 - Hydrogen Mixing System - TSTF-
359 provided a change for this LCO. The WBN TS does
not include this system therefore, no proposed change
is provided.

3.0 REGULATORY ANALYSIS

3.1 No Significant Hazards Consideration Determination

TVA has reviewed the proposed no significant hazards
consideration determination (NSHCD) published in the Federal
Register as part of the CLIIP. TVA has concluded that the
proposed NSHCD presented in the Federal Register notice is
applicable to Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN) and is, hereby,
incorporated by reference to satisfy the requirements of
10 CFR 50.91(a).

3.1.1 Supplemental No Significant Hazards Consideration
Determination for LCO 3.4.12, Notes 1 and 2

In accordance with NRC-approved TSTF-285 RI and NUREG-1431,
R3, Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) 3.4.12, Cold
Overpressure Mitigation System (COMS) is being revised to
modify and relocate two notes in the WBN Technical
Specifications (TS). The changes are all administrative,
except a change which would allow two charging pumps to be
made capable of injecting into the Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) to support pump swap operations for a period not to
exceed one hour instead of the currently allowed 15 minutes.

TVA has evaluated whether or not a significant hazards
consideration is involved with the proposed change by
focusing on the three standards set forth in 10 CFR 50.92,
"Issuance of amendment," as discussed below:

1. Does the proposed change involve a significant increase
in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated?

Response: No.

The proposed change to the WBN TS is consistent with
improvements made to the Standard Technical
Specifications for Westinghouse Plants and continues to
provide controls for safe operation within the required
limits. The probability of occurrence or the
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consequences of an accident are not significantly
increased as a result of the increased time from 15
minutes to one hour to allow pump swap operations. The
one hour time period is reasonable considering the
small likelihood of an event during this brief period
and the other administrative controls available (e.g.,
operator action to stop any pump that inadvertently
starts) and considering the required vent paths in
accordance with the LCO. The proposed change does not
affect degradation of accident mitigation systems. The
proposed revision continues to maintain the required
safety functions. Accordingly, the probability of an
accident or the consequences of an accident previously
evaluated is not significantly increased.

2. Does the proposed change create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated?

Response: No.

The proposed change improves the WBN TS consistent with
improvements made to the Standard Technical
Specifications (STS) for Westinghouse Plants and
continues to provide controls for safe operation within
the required limits. The subject change improves
currently allowed pump swap provisions by realistically
addressing time to safely and deliberately secure the
operating pump and place the alternate pump in service,
and provides additional assurance that seal injection
requirements are not compromised. No new or different
accident potential is created by the subject change.
The change does not adversely impact plant equipment,
test methods, or operating practices. Therefore, the
proposed change does not create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

3. Does the proposed change involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety?

Response: No.

The proposed change to the WBN TS is consistent with
improvements made to the Standard Technical
Specifications for Westinghouse Plants and provides
improved pump swap provisions which should enhance safe
operation within required limits. The change does not
adversely impact plant equipment, test methods, or
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operating practices. The proposed change does not
affect degradation of accident mitigation systems and
continues to maintain the required safety functions of
COMS to assure that the reactor vessel is adequately
protected against exceeding pressure and temperature
limits. Therefore, the proposed change does not
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

Based on the above, TVA concludes that the proposed
amendment(s) present no significant hazards consideration
under the standards set forth in 10 CFR 50.92 (c), and
accordingly, a finding of "no significant hazards
consideration" is justified.

3.2 Verification and Commitments

As discussed in the notice of availability published in the
Federal Register on April 4, 2003, for this TS improvement,
plant-specific verifications were performed as follows:

1. TVA has established TS Bases for LCO 3.0.4 and SR
3.0.4, which state that use of the TS MODE change
limitation flexibility established by LCO 3.0.4 and SR
3.0.4 is not to be interpreted as endorsing the failure
to exercise the good practice of restoring systems or
components to operable status before entering an
associated mode or other specified condition in the TS
Applicability.

2. The modification also includes changes to the Bases for
LCO 3.0.4 and SR 3.0.4 that provide details on how to
implement the new requirements. The Bases changes
provide guidance for changing MODES or other specified
conditions in the Applicability when an LCO is not met.
The Bases changes describe in detail how:

* LCO 3.0.4.a allows entry into a MODE or other
specified condition in the Applicability with the
LCO not met when the associated ACTIONS to be
entered permit continued operation in the MODE or
other specified condition in the Applicability for
an unlimited period of time;
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* LCO 3.0.4.b allows entry into a MODE or other
specified condition in the Applicability with the
LCO not met after performance of a risk assessment
addressing inoperable systems and components,
consideration of the results, determination of the
acceptability of entering the MODE or other
specified condition in the Applicability, and
establishment of risk management actions, if
appropriate; and

* LCO 3.0.4.c allows entry into a MODE or other
specified condition in the Applicability with the
LCO not met based on a Note in the Specification,
which is typically applied to Specifications which
describe values and parameters (e.g., Reactor
Coolant System Activity), though it may be applied
to other Specifications based on plant-specific
approval by the NRC.

The Bases also state that any risk impact should be managed
through the program in place to implement 10 CFR 50.65(a)(4)
and its implementation guidance, NRC Regulatory Guide 1.182,
"Assessing and Managing Risks Before Maintenance Activities
at Nuclear Power Plants," and that the results of the risk
assessment shall be considered in determining the
acceptability of entering the MODE or other specified
condition in the Applicability, and any corresponding risk
management actions. Upon entry into a MODE or other
specified condition in the Applicability with the LCO not
met, LCO 3.0.1 and LCO 3.0.2 require entry into the
applicable Conditions and Required Actions until the
Condition is resolved, until the LCO is met, or until the
unit is not within the Applicability of the TS. The Bases
also state that SR 3.0.4 does not restrict changing MODES or
other specified conditions of the Applicability when a
surveillance has not been performed within the specified
Frequency, provided the requirement to declare the LCO not
met has been delayed in accordance with SR 3.0.3.

WBN already has a Bases Control Program consistent with
Section 5.5 of the STS and has the equivalent of STS SR
3.0.1 and associated Bases. The revised TS Bases will be
implemented concurrently with the TS change in accordance
with the TS Bases Control Program as described in TS 5.6.
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4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION

TVA has reviewed the environmental evaluation included in
the model safety evaluation dated March 28, 2003, as part of
the CLIIP. TVA has concluded that the staff's findings
presented in that evaluation are applicable to WBN and the
evaluation is hereby incorporated by reference for this
application.
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TABLE 1 - TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION AND BASES IMPACTS

Specification Page WBN Title and Change Description Variation from TSTF-359,R9

LCO 3.0.4 3.0-1 Mode Restraints - Delete current LCO No variation.
3.0-2 3.0.4 requirements and replace with new
B 3.0-5 TSTF-359 requirements. LCO 3.0.4 is
B 3.0-6 revised to allow entry into a MODE or

other specified condition in the
Applicability while relying on the
associated ACTIONS, provided that there
is a risk assessment performed which
justifies the use of LCO 3.0.4, the
ACTIONS to be entered permit continued
operation in the MODE or other specified
condition in the Applicability for an
unlimited period of time, or an NRC
approved allowance is provided in the
Specification to be entered. The
associated Bases are likewise being
modified in accordance with TSTF-359.
Revision 9.

SR 3.0.4 3.0-5 SR 3.0.4 - Delete current SR 3.0.4 No variation.
B 3.0-13a requirements and replace with new TSTF-
B 3.0-14 359 requirements. SR 3.0.4 is revised
B 3.0-15 to reflect the concepts of the change to

LCO 3.0.4. The applicability of LCO
3.0.4 and SR 3.0.4 is expanded to
include transition into all MODES or
other specified conditions in the
Applicability, except when required to
comply with ACTIONS or that are part of
a shutdown of the unit. The associated
Bases are likewise being modified in
accordance with TSTF-359 Revision 9.
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Specification Page WBN Title and Change Description Variation from TSTF-359,R9
LCO 3.1.1 3.1-1 Shut Down Margin (SDM, Modes 2-4) - Not included in TSTF-359.

B 3.1-4 Delete Mode change restriction NOTE TSTF-359 specifies removal
under APPLICABILITY originally added as of mode change restriction
a result of evaluation required by notes but does not address
"Reviewers Note" in NUREG-1431, Revision them individually since the
1. The Reviewers Note has been deleted notes are plant-specific.
in TSTF-359, therefore, this NOTE is not
required. The resulting change to LCO
3.1.1 is consistent with NUREG-1431,
Revision 3.

LCO 3.1.2 3.1-2 Shut Down Margin (SDM, Mode 5) - Delete Not included in TSTF-359.
B 3.1-9 Mode change restriction NOTE under TSTF-359 specifies removal

APPLICABILITY originally added as a of mode change restriction
result of evaluation required by notes but does not address
"Reviewers Note" in NUREG-1431, Rev 1. them individually since the
The Reviewers Note has been deleted in notes are plant-specific.
TSTF-359, therefore, this NOTE is not
required. The resulting change to LCO
3.1.2 is consistent with NUREG-1431,
Revision 3.

LCO 3.3.3 3.3-41 Post Accident Monitoring (PAM) - Delete No variation
B 3.3-135 current ACTIONS NOTE (1) which states

LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable, consistent
with TSTF-359.

LCO 3.3.4 3.3-46 Remote Shutdown System - Delete current No variation
B 3.3-143 ACTIONS NOTE (1) which states LCO 3.0.4

is not applicable, consistent with TSTF-
359.
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Specification Page WBN Title and Change Description Variation from TSTF-359,R9

LCO 3.4.8 3.4-16 RCS Loops-Mode 5, Loops Not Filled - Not included in TSTF-359.
B 3.4-39 Delete Mode change restriction NOTE under TSTF-359 specifies removal

APPLICABILITY originally added as a of mode change restriction
result of evaluation required by notes but does not address
"Reviewers Note" in NUREG-1431, Revision them individually since the
1. The Reviewers Note has been deleted notes are plant-specific.
in TSTF-359, therefore, this NOTE is not
required. The resulting change to LCO
3.4.8 is consistent with NUREG-1431,
Revision 3.

LCO 3.4.11 3.4-22 Pressurizer PORVs - Delete current No variation
B 3.4-53 ACTIONS NOTE (2) which states LCO 3.0.4

is not applicable, consistent with TSTF-
359.

LCO 3.4.12 3.4-25 Cold Overpressure Mitigation System Items (1 & 2) - Not
3.4-26 (COMS) - Revise to be consistent with included in TSTF-359. TSTF-
B 3.4-65 LCO 3.4.12 [Low Temperature Overpressure 359 specifies removal of
B 3.4-67 Protection (LTOP)1 System, in TSTF-359 mode change restriction

and NUREG-1431, Revision 3. notes but does not address
(1) Delete current Notes 1, 3, and 4 them individually since the
under APPLICABILITY. Note 1, which notes are plant-specific.
states "While this LCO is not met, entry Variation necessary due to
into the Applicability of the LCO is not non-standard wording of
permitted, except as allowed by Notes 2, current WBN LCO 3.4.12.
3, and 4 below" is replaced by the new Refer to Section 2.2.
ACTIONS NOTE (Refer to Item 3 below).
NOTEs 1 and 4 were originally added as a Item (3) - No variation
result of the evaluation
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Specification Page WBN Title and Change Description Variation from TSTF-359,R9

LCO 3.4.12 3.4-25 required by the "Reviewers Note" in
(continued) 3.4-26 NUREG-1431, Rev 1. The Reviewers Note

B 3.4-65 has been deleted in TSTF-359, therefore,
B 3.4-67 these notes are not required. NOTE 3 is

not required due to proposed changes
made to WBN LCO 3.5.2 (ECCS Operating),
consistent with TSTF-153, Revision 0 and
NUREG-1431, Revision 3.
(2) In accordance with NRC approved
TSTF-285 Rl, and NUREG-1431, new NOTE 1
is added to the LCO and current Note 2
is editorially relocated from the
APPLICABILITY section to the LCO
section. Accordingly, Bases changes are
also provided consistent with TSTF-285
Rl, and NUREG-1431.
(3) Insert a new ACTIONS NOTE which
states that LCO.3.0.4.b is not
applicable when entering MODE 4,
consistent with TSTF-359.

LCO 3.4.15 3.4-36 RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation - Minor variation - Change
3.4-37 Delete notes under REQUIRED ACTIONS for is editorially different
B 3.4-90 Conditions A and B which state LCO 3.0.4 since the deleted 3.0.4
B 3.4-91 is not applicable, consistent with TSTF- Note for the TSTF had been

359. previously relocated from
the individual REQUIRED
ACTIONS to the ACTIONS in
NUREG-1431 Revisions 2.
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Specification Page WBN Title and Change Description Variation from TSTF-359,R9

LCO 3.4.16 3.4-39 RCS Specific Activity - The current No variation
B 3.4-96 REQUIRED ACTION NOTE which states LCO

3.0.4 is not applicable, is replaced
with a new NOTE stating that LCO 3.0.4.c
is applicable, consistent with TSTF-359.

LCO 3.5.2 3.5-4 ECCS - Operating - NOTE 2 is revised to TSTF-359 did not affect LCO
B 3.5-14 delete reference to LCO 3.0.4 and is 3.5.2. These changes were
B 3.5-15 clarified consistent with the proposed already made to NUREG-1431

deletion of LCO 3.4.12, Note 3 (discussed in earlier travelers.
above) and with NUREG-1431, Revision 3. Change necessary due to
Both Notes 1 and 2 are moved from the non-standard wording of
APPLICABILITY to the LCO, consistent with current WBN LCO 3.5.2.
NUREG-1431, Rev 3. Refer to Section 2.2.

LCO 3.5.3 3.5.7 ECCS - Shutdown - A new ACTIONS NOTE is No variation
B 3.5-21 added which states that LCO 3.0.4.b is

not applicable, consistent with TSTF-
359.

LCO 3.6.7 3.6-20 Hydrogen Recombiners - Deletes current No variation, except the
B 3.6-46 REQUIRED ACTION A.1 NOTE which states TSTF section affected is

LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable, consistent LCO 3.6.8.
with TSTF-359.

LCO 3.7.4 3.7-9 Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs) - Deletes No variation
B 3.7-22 current REQUIRED ACTION A.1 NOTE which

states LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable,
consistent with TSTF-359.
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Specification Page WBN Title and Change Description Variation from TSTF-359,R9

LCO 3.7.5 3.7-11 Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System - A new No variation
B 3.7-28 ACTIONS NOTE is added which states that

LCO 3.0.4.b is not applicable when
entering Mode 1, consistent with TSTF-
359.

LCO 3.8.1 3.8-1 AC Sources - Operating - A new ACTIONS No variation
B 3.8-5 NOTE is added which states that LCO

3.0.4.b is not applicable, consistent
with TSTF-359.

LCO 3.9.1 3.9-1 Boron Concentration - Delete Mode change Not included in TSTF-359.
B 3.9-3 restriction NOTE under APPLICABILITY TSTF-359 specifies removal

originally added as a result of of mode change restriction
evaluation required by "Reviewers Note" notes but does not address
in NUREG-1431, Revision 1. The them individually since the
Reviewers Note has been deleted in TSTF- notes are plant-specific.
359, therefore, this NOTE is not
required. The resulting change to LCO
3.9.1 is consistent with NUREG-1431,
Revision 3.

LCO 3.9.2 3.9-2 Unborated Water Source Isolation Valves Not included in TSTF-359.
B 3.9-6 - Delete Mode change restriction NOTE TSTF-359 specifies removal

under APPLICABILITY originally added as of mode change restriction
a result of evaluation required by notes but does not address
"Reviewers Note" in NUREG-1431, Revision them individually since the
1. The Reviewers Note has been deleted notes are plant-specific.
in TSTF-359, therefore, this NOTE is not
required. The resulting change to LCO
3.9.2 is consistent with NUREG-1431,
Revision 3.
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Specification Page WBN Title and Change Description Variation from TSTF-359,R9
LCO 3.9.6 3.9-10 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant (1) Not included in TSTF-

B 3.9-22 Circulation - (1) Delete Mode change 359. TSTF-359 specifies
B 3.9-23 restriction NOTE under APPLICABILITY removal of mode change

originally added as a result of restriction notes but does
evaluation required by "Reviewers Note" not address them
in NUREG-1431, Revision 1. The individually since the
Reviewers Note has been deleted in TSTF- notes are plant-specific.
359, therefore, this NOTE is not
required. The resulting change to LCO (2) Administrative change
3.9.6 is consistent with NUREG-1431, for WBN not applicable to
Revision 3. (2) Administrative change TSTF-359.
to delete LCO NOTE which is no longer
applicable (only applied prior to WBN
initial criticality).
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ENCLOSURE 2

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT (WBN)

UNIT 1 - DOCKET NO. 390

PROPOSED LICENSE AMENDMENT REQUEST WBN-TS-04-09

MODE CHANGE LIMITATIONS USING THE CONSOLIDATED LINE ITEM
IMPROVEMENT PROCESS (CLIIP)

PROPOSED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS CHANGES (MARK-UP)

I. Affected Page List:

3.0-1
3.0-2
3.0-5
3.1-1
3.1-2
3.3-41
3.3-46
3.4-16
3.4-22
3.4-25
3.4-26
3.4-36

3.4-37
3.4-39
3.5-4
3.5-7
3.6-20
3.7-9
3.7-11
3.8-1
3.9-1
3.9-2
3.9-10

Note:
For the attached annotated pages, wording changes or
additions are shown as "inserts." Strikethrough text or
other clear markings are used for deleted text.



LCO Applicability
3.0

3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY

LCO 3.0.1 LCOs shall be met during the MODES or other specified
conditions in the Applicability, except as provided in
LCO 3.0.2.

LCO 3.0.2 Upon discovery of a failure to meet an LCO, the Required
Actions of the associated Conditions shall be met, except as
provided in LCO 3.0.5 and LCO 3.0.6.

If the LCO is met or is no longer applicable prior to
expiration of the specified Completion Time(s), completion
of the Required Action(s) is not required unless otherwise
stated.

LCO 3.0.3 When an LCO is not met and the associated ACTIONS are not
met, an associated ACTION is not provided, or if directed by
the associated ACTIONS the unit shall be placed in a MODE or
other specified condition in which the LCO is not
applicable. Action shall be initiated within 1 hour to
place the unit, as applicable, in:

a. MODE 3 within 7 hours;

b. MODE 4 within 13 hours; and

c. MODE 5 within 37 hours.

Exceptions to this Specification are stated in the
individual Specifications.

Where corrective measures are completed that permit
operation in accordance with the LCO or ACTIONS, completion
of the actions required by LCO 3.0.3 is not required.

LCO 3.0.3 is only applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

LCO 3.0.4 _..... EeEC ..- t fawn., b e UP e . _ !

condition in the Applieability shall not be made eceept ashen
the. zez zicate AeTIGNS be be enbereel permit eetlnt

Insert I

(continued)

Watts Bar-Unit 1 3.0-1



LCO Applicability
3.0

3.0 LCO APPLICABILITY

LCO 3.0.4
(continued)

eperftienr in the H.E I1OD zher ereeziFleel eeneibien int the
Applieebility fzr an tir.1irstee pet-led ef time. Thie
Greifieetfien shetll net lorevent ehfnnzes in ME)DEC er ather

Ettertenste. this tjreeifieetien are state& in 0te.

A-wir -1- I *1 i-
-an - - -

. .

App1iebility w;hor the asseeiatv
&!lew unit everatien in the HGBD
e M M -4Itn in ' th " 0 Aczl ;" V i3-_ e_0 4Ilit 4--Y

:& AGTIGNG te be .rntere4
C er e0teor speelifi~
ornly Fer aliait..3 peried eE

osoeei~ie eenaiti in the Tplieability in 1MDEG -1, 2, 2,

LCO 3.0.5 Equipment removed from service or declared inoperable to
comply with ACTIONS may be returned to service under
administrative control solely to perform testing required to
demonstrate its OPERABILITY or the OPERABILITY of other
equipment. This is an exception to LCO 3.0.2 for the system
returned to service under administrative control to perform
the testing required to demonstrate OPERABILITY.

LCO 3.0.6 When a supported system LCO is not met solely due to a
support system LCO not being met, the Conditions and
Required Actions associated with this supported system are
not required to be entered. Only the support system LCO
ACTIONS are required to be entered. This is an exception to
LCo 3.0.2 for the supported system. In this event,
additional evaluations and limitations may be required in
accordance with Specification 5.7.2.18, Safety Function
Determination Program (SFDP)." If a loss of safety function
is determined to exist by this program, the appropriate
Conditions and Required Actions of the LCo in which the loss
of safety function exists are required to be entered.

(continued)

Watts Bar-Unit 1 3.0-2



INSERT 1 (LCO 3.0.4)

When an LCO is not met, entry into a MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability shall
only be made:

a. When the associated ACTIONS to be entered permit continued operation in the MODE or other
specified condition in the Applicability for an unlimited period of time;

b. After performance of a risk assessment addressing inoperable systems and components,
consideration of the results, determination of the acceptability of entering the MODE or other
specified condition in the Applicability, and establishment of risk management actions, if
appropriate; exceptions to this Specification are stated in the individual Specifications, or

c. When an allowance is stated in the individual value, parameter, or other Specification.

This Specification shall not prevent changes in MODES or other specified conditions in the
Applicability that are required to comply with ACTIONS or that are part of a shutdown of the unit.



SR Applicability
3.0

3.0 SR APPLICABILITY

SR 3.0.3 When the Surveillance.is performed within the delay period
(continued) and the Surveillance is not met, the LCO must iummediately be

declared not met, and the applicable Condition(s) must be
entered.

SR 3.0.4 Entry ineto aGODE or ether speeifiee condition in thc
Applieability of an LCO shvll not be m.de unless the LCOJ'
Zur-eJllanoz ha.v. bee eT w Tithi. ther , eified

- ~FLCqUCeney. Th~is ........ f sitet-1 !et! rtevet _etlfr inbe

Insert 2 tht __z _ ,,,I- t. _ 1ly, _ith _CTriO_ _r thent ere part _f
a hutdo;. cf thc unit.

EPR 3.0.4 i only apcplicabvle Er en r:? ilht O IIODE CL ehCe
ndi-i4 eett. i the :litUlity i! MBD 1, 2, 2,
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INSERT 2 (SR 3.0.4)

Entry into a MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability of an LCO shall only
be made when the LCO's Surveillances have been met within their specified Frequency,
except as provided by SR 3.0.3. When an LCO is not met due to Surveillances not
having been met, entry into a MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability
shall only be made in accordance with LCO 3.0.4.

This provision shall not prevent entry into MODES or other specified conditions in the
Applicability that are required to comply with ACTIONS or that are part of a shutdown
of the unit.



SDM - Tvg > 200°F
3.1.1

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.1 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)-Tvg> 200°F .

LCO 3.1.1 SDM shall be > 1.6% Ak/k.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 2 with keff < 1.0,
MODES 3 and 4.

Delete Note

--- NOTE-
While this LCO is not met, entry into MODE 4 from MODE 3 is not permitted.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. SDM not within limit. A.1 Initiate boration to restore SDM 15 minutes
to within limit.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.1.1 Verify SDM is > 1.6% Ak/k. 24 hours

Watts Bar Unit 1 3.1-1



SDM-Tav < 2000 F
3.1.2

3.1

3.1.2

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)-Tav < 200 0F

LCO 3.1.2 The SDM shall be 2 1.0% Ak/k.

. I Delete Note I
APPLICABILITY: MODE 5. I

------------------------ NOTE-----------------------------
While this LCO is not met, entry into MODE 5 from MODE 4 is
not permitted.
____________________________________________________________

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. SDM not within limit. A.1 Initiate boration to 15 minutes
restore SDM to within
limit.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.2.1 Verify SDM is 2 1.0% Ak/k. 24 hours

Watts Bar-Unit 1 3.1-2



PAM Instrumentation
3.3.3

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.3 Post Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.3 The PAM instrumentation for each Function in Table 3.3.3-1
shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: According to Table 3.3.3-1.

ACTIONS

--------------------------------------NOTES----------------------------------
As LCO 2.O.4 is met applicable.

2-v Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.
_____________________________________________________________________________

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. ------NOTE--------- A.1 Restore required 30 days
Not applicable to channel to OPERABLE
Functions 3, 4, 15, status.
and 17.

___________________

One or more Functions
with one required
channel inoperable.

B. Required Action and B.1 Initiate action in Immediately
associated Completion accordance with
Time of Condition A Specification 5.9.8.
not met.

(continued)
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Remote Shutdown System
3.3.4

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3.3.4 Remote Shutdown System

LCO 3.3.4 The Remote Shutdown System Functions in Table 3.3.4-1 shall
be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

----------------------------- NOTES---------------------------------
-i I l A _ . _ __

iI Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more required A.1 Restore required 30 days
Functions inoperable. Function to OPERABLE

status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

Watts Bar-Unit 1 3 .3-46



RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled
3.4.8

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.8 RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled

LCO 3.4.8 Two residual heat removal (RHR) loops shall be OPERABLE and
one RHR loop shall be in operation.

----------------------------NOTES---------------------------
1. All RHR pumps may be de-energized for S 15 minutes when

switching from one loop to another provided:

a. The core outlet temperature is maintained > 10'F
below saturation temperature.

b. No operations are permitted that would cause a
reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and

c. No draining operations to further reduce the RCS
water volume are permitted.

2. One RHR loop may be inoperable for • 2 hours for
surveillance testing provided that the other RHR loop is
OPERABLE and in operation.

__________________________________________________DeleteNot

| Delete Note I

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with RCS loops not filled. I
-----------------------------NOTE---------------------------
While this LCO is not met, entry into MODE 5, Loops Not
Filled is not permitted.

____________________________________________________________

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION-TIME

A. One RHR loop A.1 Initiate action to Immediately
inoperable. restore RHR loop to

OPERABLE status.

(continued)
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Pressurizer PORVs
3.4.11

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.11 Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valves (PORVs)

LCO 3.4.11

APPLICABILITY:

Each PORV and associated block valve shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

-------------------------------------NOTES------------------------------------
+-r Separate Condition entry is allowed for each PORV.

_s, A l_ , . I I
In * tfi

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more PORVs A.1 Close and maintain 1 hour
inoperable and power to associated
capable of being block valve.
manually cycled.

B. One PORV inoperable B.1 Close associated block 1 hour
and not capable of valve.
being manually
cycled. AND

B.2 Remove power from 1 hour
associated block valve.

AND

B.3 Restore PORV to 72 hours
OPERABLE status.

(continued)
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COMS
3.4.12

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.12 Cold Overpressure Mitigation System (COMS)

LCO 3.4.12 A COMS System shall be OPERABLE with a maximum of one
charging pump and no safety injection pump capable of
injecting into the RCS and the accumulators isolated and
either a or b below.

a. Two RCS relief valves, as follows:

1. Two power operated relief valves (PORVs) with
lift settings within the limits specified in the
PTLR, or

2. One PORV with a lift setting within the limits
specified in the PTLR and the RHR suction relief
valve with a setpoint 2 436.5 psig and
< 463.5 psig.

b. The RCS depressurized and an RCS vent capable of
relieving > 475 gpm water flow.

I
I

Insert 3A 10.
I .

APPLICABILITY: MODES 4 and 5,
MODE 6 when the reactor vessel head is on.

-------------------------------------NOTES-----------------------------------
1. While this LCO is not met, entry into the Applicability of the LCO is

not permitted, except as allowed by Notes 2, 3, and 4 below.

2. Accumulator isolation is only required when accumulator pressure is
greater than or equal to the maximum RCS pressure for the existing RCS
cold leg temperature allowed by the P/T limit curves provided in the
PTLR.

3. For the purposes of making the required safety injection pumps and
charging pumps inoperable, the following time is permitted. Up to 4
hours after entering MODE 4 from MODE 3, or prior to decreasing

temperature on any RCS loop to below 3250F, whichever occurs first.

4. For the purposes of making the RHR suction relief valve operable, up to
4 hours is permitted after entering Mode 4 from Mode 3.

___________________________________________________________Delete_____Notes__

DelNoese

I

Watts Bar-Unit 1 3.4-25 Amendment 14



COMS
3.4.12

ACTIONSInsert 3B

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more safety A.1 Initiate action to Immediately
injection pumps verify no safety
capable of injecting injection pumps are
into the RCS. capable of injecting

into the RCS.

B. Two or more charging
pumps capable of
injecting into the
RCS.

B.1 --------NOTE---------
Two charging pumps
may be capable of
injecting into the
RCS during pump swap
operation for
S 15 minutes.

6--{1 Delete Note
I

Initiate action to
verify a maximum of
one charging pump is
capable of injecting
into the RCS.

Immediately

C. An accumulator not C.1 Isolate affected 1 hour
isolated when the accumulator.
accumulator pressure
is greater than or
equal to the maximum
RCS pressure for
existing cold leg
temperature allowed
in the PTLR.

(continued)
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INSERT 3A (LCO 3.4.12, COMS)

------------------------ NOTES --------------------------
1. Two charging pumps may be made capable of injecting for less than or equal to one hour

for pump swap operations.

2. Accumulator may be unisolated when accumulator pressure is less than the maximum
RCS pressure for the existing RCS cold leg temperature allowed by the P/T limit curves
provided in the PTLR.

INSERT 3B (LCO 3.4.12, COMS)

---------------------------------------------------- N OTE 4-----------------.
LCO 3.0.4.b is not applicable when entering M OD E 4.



RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
3.4.15

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.15 RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation

LCO 3.4.15 The following RCS leakage detection instrumentation shall be
OPERABLE:

a. One containment pocket sump level monitor; and

b. One lower containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor
(gaseous and particulate).

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION I REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Required containment
pocket sump level
monitor inoperable.

--- NOTE------------
LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.

A.1 Perform SR 3.4.13.1. Once per
24 hours

30 days

AND

A.2 Restore required
containment pocket
sump level monitor to
OPERABLE status.

(continued)
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
3.4.15

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION I REQUIRED ACTION ICOMPLETION TIME

B. Required containment
atmosphere
radioactivity monitor
inoperable.

-- NOTE-------------
LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.
I----------------------------

l4.

B.1.1 Analyze grab samples
of the containment
atmosphere.

Once per
24 hours

Once per
24 hours

30 days

OR

B.1.2

AND

B.2

Perform SR 3.4.13.1.

Restore required
containment
atmosphere
radioactivity monitor
to OPERABLE status.

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

C.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

D. All required monitors D.l Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately
inoperable.

Watts Bar-Unit 1 3 .4-37



RCS Specific Activity
3.4.16

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.16 RCS Specific Activity

LCO 3.4.16 The specific activity of the reactor coolant shall be within
limits.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2,

MODE 3 with RCS average temperature (Tvx) Ž 5000F.

ACTIONS

CONDITION I REQUIRED ACTION I COMPLETION TIME

A. DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131
> 0.265 PCi/gm.

------------NOTE-------------
LCOe 3.0.4 is not etpplieetble. Z* I

A.1

AND

A.2

Verify DOSE
EQUIVALENT I-131

< 21 gci/gm

Restore DOSE
EQUIVALENT 1-131 to
within limit.

Once per 4 hours

48 hours

B. Gross specific activity B.1 Perform SR 3.4.16.2. 4 hours
of the reactor coolant
not within limit. AND

B.2 Be in MODE 3 with 6 hours

Taw < 500*F.

(continued)

Watts Bar-Unit 1 3 .4-39 Amendment 41



INSERT 4 (LCO 3.4.16, RCS SPECIFIC ACTIVITY)

LCO 3.0.4.c is applicable



ECCS - Operating
3.5.2

3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

3.5.2 ECCS-Operating

LCO 3.5.2

| Insert16 |
APPLICABILITY:

IDelete No~te~s:~

TM

MO

To ECCS trains shall be OPERABLE.

)DES 1, 2, and 3.

----------------------------NOTES---------------------------
1. In MODE 3, both safety injection (SI) pump flow paths

may be isolated by closing the isolation valves for up
to 2 hours to perform pressure isolation valve testing
per SR 3.4.14.1.

2. The provisions of Specifications LCO 3.0.4 and SR
3.0.4 are not applicable for entry into MODE 3 for the
safety injection pumps and charging pumps declared
inoperable pursuant to Specification 3.4.12 for up to
four hours or until the temperature of all the RCS

cold legs exceeds 3750F, whichever occurs first.
____________________________________________________________

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more trains A.1 Restore train(s) to 72 hours
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

AND

At least 100% of
the ECCS flow
equivalent to a
single OPERABLE
ECCS train
available.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated
Completion Time not AND
met.

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

Watts Bar-Unit 1 3.5-4



INSERT 16 (LCO 3.5.2, ECCS - OPERATING)

------------------------------------------- NO TES ------------------------------------------
1. In MODE 3, both safety injection (SI) pump flow paths may be isolated by closing the

isolation valves for up to 2 hours to perform pressure isolation valve testing per
SR 3.4.14.1.

2. In MODE 3, the safety injection pumps and charging pumps may be made incapable of
injecting to support transition into or from the Applicability of the LCO 3.4.12, Cold
Overpressure Mitigation System (COMS) for up to four hours or until the temperature of
all the RCS cold legs exceeds 3750 F, whichever occurs first.

_-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -_- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -



ECCS - Shutdown
3.5.3

3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

3.5.3 ECCS - Shutdown

LCO 3.5.3

APPLICABILITY:

One ECCS train shall be OPERABLE.

MODE 4.

ACTIONS N Inser 5 j _

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Required ECCS ------------NOTE------------
residual heat removal The required ECCS residual
(RHR) subsystem heat removal (RHR) subsystem
inoperable. may be inoperable for up to 1

hour for surveillance testing
of valves provided that
alternate heat removal
methods are available via the
steam generators to maintain
the Reactor Coolant System

Tat less than 350'F and
provided that the required
subsystem is capable of being
manually realigned to the
ECCS mode of operation from
the main control room.
_____________________________

A.1 Initiate action to Immediately
restore required ECCS
RHR subsystem to
OPERABLE status.

B. Required ECCS B.1 Restore required ECCS 1 hour
centrifugal charging centrifugal charging
subsystem inoperable. subsystem to OPERABLE

status.

(continued)
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INSERT 5 (LCO 3.5.3, ECCS SHUTDOWN)

---------------------------------------------------- Ng h ( ------------------------
LCO 3.0.4.b is not applicable to E C CS high head (centrifugal charging) subsystem.

-- - - -- - - - - - - - - - .- - - - - - - - - - - - - _-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -



Hydrogen Recombiners
3.6.7

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.7 Hydrogen Recombiners

LCO 3.6.7

APPLICABILITY:

Two hydrogen recombiners shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1 and 2.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One hydrogen
recombiner
inoperable.

A.1 --------NOTE---------
LCO 3.0.4 is not
applicable.
_____________________

I I

I

Restore hydrogen
recombiner to OPERABLE
status.

30 days

I 4.

B. Two hydrogen
recombiners
inoperable.

B.1 Verify by
administrative means
that the hydrogen
control function is
maintained.

1 hour

AND

Once per
12 hours
thereafter

7 days

AND

B.2 Restore one hydrogen
recombiner to
OPERABLE status.

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated
Completion Time not
met.

Watts Bar-Unit 1 3.6-20



ADVs
3.7.4

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.4 Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs)

LCO 3.7.4 Four ADV lines shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3,
MODE 4 when steam generator is relied upon for heat removal.

ACTIONS

CONDITION I REQUIRED ACTION ICOMPLETION TIME

A. One required ADV line
inoperable.

A.1 -------NOTE--------
LCO 3.0.4 is not
applicable. F- Note

Restore
line to
status.

required ADV
OPERABLE

7 days

B. One train (two ADV B.1 Restore ADV lines to 72 hours
lines) inoperable due OPERABLE status.
to one train of ACAS
inoperable.

C. Two or more required C.1 Restore all but one ADV 24 hours
ADV lines inoperable line to OPERABLE
for reasons other than status.
Condition B.

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met.

AND

D.2 Be in MODE 4 without 18 hours
reliance upon steam
generator for heat
removal.

Watts Bar-Unit 1 3.7-9 Amendment 16



AFW System
3.7.5

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.5 Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System

LCO 3.7.5 Three AFW trains shall be OPERABLE.

--------------------------NOTE---------------------------
Only one AFW train, which includes a motor driven pump,
is required to be OPERABLE in MODE 4.

_________________________________________________________

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3,
MODE 4 when steam generator is relied upon for heat removal.

ACTIONST I O N s ert_ _ _ _ _ _

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One steam supply to A.1 Restore steam supply to 7 days
turbine driven AFW OPERABLE status.
pump inoperable. AND

10 days from
discovery of
failure to meet
the LCO

B. One AFW train B.1 Restore AFW train to 72 hours
inoperable in MODE 1, OPERABLE status.
2 or 3 for reasons AND
other than
Condition A. 10 days from

discovery of
failure to meet
the LCO

(continued)
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INSERT 6 (LCO 3.7.5, AFV SYSTEM)

_ --------------- NOTE-
LCO 3.0.4.b is not applicable when entering MODE

------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.1 AC Sources-Operating

LCO 3.8.1 The following AC electrical sources shall be OPERABLE:

a. Two qualified circuits between the offsite
transmission network and the onsite Class lE AC
Electrical Power Distribution System; and

b. Four diesel generators (DGs) capable of supplying the
onsite Class 1E AC Electrical Power Distribution
System.

----------------------------NOTE---------------------------
The C-S DG may be substituted for any of the required DGs.

___________________________________________________________

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONSON A ~ lInsert_7__
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One offsite circuit A.1 Perform SR 3.8.1.1 for 1 hour
inoperable. OPERABLE offsite

circuit. AND

Once per 8 hours
thereafter

AND

A.2 Declare required 24 hours from
feature(s) with no discovery of no
offsite power available offsite power to
inoperable when its one train
redundant required concurrent with
feature(s) is inoperability of
inoperable. redundant

required
feature(s)

AND

(continued)

Watts Bar-Unit 1 3.8-1



INSERT 7 (LCO 3.8.1, AC SOURCES - OPERATING)

_ ------------------------ N OTE ---------------------------------------------------------
L CO 3.0.4.b is n ot ap plicable to D Gs.

-- - -- - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - -- - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - -- - -- - - - - - -- - - -- - -- - -- - - -- --_- -



Boron Concentration
3.9.1

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.1 Boron Concentration

LCO 3.9.1

APPLICABILITY:

Boron concentrations of the Reactor Coolant System, the
refueling canal, and the refueling cavity shall be
maintained within the limit specified in the COLR.

Delete Note
MODE 6.

I
-----------------------------NOTE---------------------------
With the RCS boron concentration specified in the COLR for
MODE 6 not met, entry into MODE 6 is not permitted.

____________________________________________________________

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Boron concentration A.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
not within limit. ALTERATIONS.

AND

A.2 Suspend positive Immediately
reactivity additions.

AND

A.3 Initiate action to Immediately
restore boron
concentration to within
limit.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.1.1 Verify boron concentration is within the 72 hours
limit specified in COLR.

Watts Bar-Unit 1 3.9-1



Unborated Water Source Isolation Valves
3.9.2

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.2 Unborated Water Source Isolation Valves

LCO 3.9.2 Each valve used to isolate unborated water sources shall be
secured in the closed position.

I Delete Note: l

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6. 'I

[ ------------__------------NOTE---------------------------
While this LCO is not met, entry into MODE 6 is not
permitted.

____________________________________________________________

ACTIONS

----------------------------------- NOTE------------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each unborated water source isolation
valve.

_____________________________________________________________________________

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. --------NOTE-------- A.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
Required Action A.3 ALTERATIONS.
must be completed
whenever Condition A AND
is entered.
____________________ A.2 Initiate action to Immediately

secure valve in closed
One or more valves position.
not secured in
closed position. AND

A.3 Perform SR 3.9.1.1. 4 hours

Watts Bar-Unit 1 3.9-2



RHR and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level
3.9.6

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.6 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level

LCO 3.9.6 Two RHR loops shall be OPERABLE, and one RHR loop shall be
in operation.

I------------- ------------NOTE----------------------------
Prior to initial criticality, only one RHR loop needs to be
OPERABLE and in operation and the required RHR loop may be
removed from operation for < 1 hour per 8-hour period
provided no operations are permitted that would cause
dilution of the Reactor Coolant System boron concentration.

____________________________________________________________

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6 with the water level < 23 ft above the top of reactor
vessel flange.

-----------------------------NOTE---------------------------
While this LCO is not met, entry into MODE 6 with water
level < 23 ft above the top of the reactor vessel flange is
not permitted.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Less than the A.1 Initiate action to Immediately
required number of restore required RHR
RHR loops OPERABLE. loops to OPERABLE

status.

OR

A.2 Initiate action to Immediately
establish 2 23 ft of
water above the top of
reactor vessel flange.

(continued)
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ENCLOSURE 3

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT (WBN)

UNIT 1 - DOCKET NO. 390

PROPOSED LICENSE AMENDMENT REQUEST WBN-TS-04-09

MODE CHANGE LIMITATIONS USING THE CONSOLIDATED LINE ITEM

IMPROVEMENT PROCESS (CLIIP)

PROPOSED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS BASES CHANGES (MARK-UP)

I. Affected Page List:

B 3.0-5
B 3.0-6
B 3.0-13a
B 3.0-14
B 3.0-15
B 3.1-4
B 3.1-9
B 3.3-135
B 3.3-143
B 3.4-39
B 3.4-53
B 3.4-65
B 3.4-67
B 3.4-90

B 3.4-91
B 3.4-96
B 3.5-14
B 3.5-15
B 3.5-21
B 3.6-46
B 3.7-22
B 3.7-28
B 3.8-5
B 3.9-3
B 3.9-6
B 3.9-22
B 3.9-23

Note:
For the attached annotated pages, wording changes or
additions are shown as "inserts." Strikethrough text or
other clear markings are used for deleted text.



LCO Applicability
B 3.0

Bases

LCO 3.0.3
(continued)

Exceptions to LCO 3.0.3 are provided in instances where
requiring a unit shutdown, in accordance with LCo 3.0.3,
would not provide appropriate remedial measures for the
associated condition of the unit. An example of this is in
LCO 3.7.13, "Fuel Storage Pool Water Level.' LCO 3.7.13 has
an Applicability of "During movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies in the fuel storage pool." Therefore, this LCO
can be applicable in any or all MODES. If the LCO and the
Required Actions of LCO 3.7.13 are not met while in MODE 1,
2, or 3, there is no safety benefit to be gained by placing
the unit in a shutdown condition. The Required Action of
LCO 3.7.13 of 'Suspend movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies in the fuel storage pool, is the appropriate
Required Action to complete in lieu of the actions of
LCO 3.0.3. These exceptions are addressed in the individual
Specifications.

LCO 3.0.4 LCD 3.0.4 estalblishes 11mit.atln. en. eltanges in MOEDPE er
-_.. -…_ - -_ .- - - - --- - - -

- - - - -_ . - - - - - - - - - - - .1 - - - -- 1. - _ - - - -

--Z.A 1Tiit-3z~dt tit nthett ; thz

Eellewing exist ;

ELCD sfa:ul~ .et! be.. mt intL. AppAlekllitn; elesiJe t..

Crenbinuee nene~lltne iith the LCDE ref~eftfls if

t~efriteneewithIteettieek teetns nee ertfe e ntitee

--- - -I- - - -__ - - . , . - , - I - - . - - - __ . I - __ - - - - I I -

regetre te the stettus oF the. unit= Izoore er after the IODE;
ehetn;e. Therefere, in Bueth eess ntryinte et MGDE er

ethr secfied~ eoraito in the Appleoeti-t1y fmy be fmde
…nekerelaft w;ith thoe rrevisiorz ef the feepuireel Aetlens.

(continued)
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

-

Bases

LCO 3.0.4
(continued)

preetiee of rcstoring systetmz er ozrenpneet te GPE;RABmLE.
btntes _tfre entering an s _:_ _____ MDE _r .ther _ sviir:

Conelitielt in thce Aspplicetbility.

Thc previsiens of LCO 3.0.4 shall not prevent ehengc in
.IDDE or ether sveeifie _ nitle"_ in the Aplietobility

,vthet t c reqouired to comply ;;itth ACTIDUS. In aldition, the
,revitens _. _C: 2.9._ _ .henl net _ revent _hnr__ _ in __: EG

et ehhths peeifieel eedeitiene in-thce Arplieetbility thlat
.e1t frem _. y _ ,t .. L *t. _

E:Eoeptions to LCO 3.0.1 tre sttted in the ineividut1
'SZpeeifi,..tionz. meepltions .t- eyly to all the ACTIGINS or

LCO 23.0.4 io only atpliieble ;.hen cntcring MGODE 4 from GODE
_ IDDE 2 fft MGPS 4, MODE 2 f.rm MOE) 3, or MODS 1 frorm
MODE 2. Furthermore, LCD 3.0.4 is applieehble when cntcring
__. ether ____ified _:: itie_ in the : :plieei-lity .nly

w~ile operetinDg in ME)BE 1, 2, 3, or 4. Tlhe requirrents ef
LCD 2.. V .t ely in ?G V 7 6,r in V
speeifiee eonditions of the Aplietbility (utlers in MODE 1,
2, 2, er 4) beeause the AC-T-iDUC of ineli;-ie~tl Gpee:iooetiens
ouffieicntly defene the remediet mcoatres to be tlezen. In

'.9.2, sed 3.9.6) the LCO a AeCTIeZ is net aefine m uatt
teieie- Ifteetstt _ . cphe _ et _ blkzse _ __V_ s enuAl et la V

that preventsenotry into the A1ppliebility w:hile the LCO is

llftoJq), etsoqrr2tted b SR- f 2.9. 1. Therefore, ohr..:.,w
MODEG or ether speelfie& eemelitiens sehile- in or. AC-TIDU
C-enditior, in eompliornee with LCDG 2.09. 4 r ;:here arn
e*eeetier. be LICD 2.0. is Stated, is ne~t et vle~etti. ef
SR 2.09.1 er R 2.09. Fe t~kmeSuveZ lemeesth ket!.

eqttipmenrt. Heifever, Cflz rfast Ie met: to enzrte.r DIPEfAE!431TY
:ier to eldeeloering the tsseiote 'p ptilont DPEDtAeDLE; (oe
riODLC orithin llifts) eonel restborng eemlietne wath the

.effleti t L LiQ.

(continued)
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INSERT 8 (LCO 3.0.4 BASES)

LCO 3.0.4 establishes limitations on changes in MODES or other specified conditions in the
Applicability when an LCO is not met. It allows placing the unit in a MODE or other specified
condition stated in that Applicability (e.g., the Applicability desired to be entered) when unit
conditions are such that the requirements of the LCO would not be met, in accordance with LCO
3.0.4.a, LCO 3.0.4.b, or LCO 3.0.4.c.

LCO 3.0.4.a allows entry into a MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability with the
LCO not met when the associated ACTIONS to be entered permit continued operation in the
MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability for an unlimited period of time.
Compliance with Required Actions that permit continued operation of the unit for an unlimited
period of time in a MODE or other specified condition provides an acceptable level of safety for
continued operation. This is without regard to the status of the unit before or after the MODE
change. Therefore, in such cases, entry into a MODE or other specified condition in the
Applicability may be made in accordance with the provisions of the Required Actions.

LCO 3.0.4.b allows entry into a MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability with the
LCO not met after performance of a risk assessment addressing inoperable systems and
components, consideration of the results, determination of the acceptability of entering the
MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability, and establishment of risk management
actions, if appropriate.

The risk assessment may use quantitative, qualitative, or blended approaches, and the risk
assessment will be conducted using the plant program, procedures, and criteria in place to
implement 10 CFR 50.65(a)(4), which requires that risk impacts of maintenance activities be
assessed and managed. The risk assessment, for the purposes of LCO 3.0.4 (b), must take into
account all inoperable Technical Specification equipment regardless of whether the equipment is
included in the normal 10 CFR 50.65(a)(4) risk assessment scope. The risk assessments will be
conducted using the procedures and guidance endorsed by Regulatory Guide 1.182, "Assessing
and Managing Risk Before Maintenance Activities at Nuclear Power Plants." Regulatory Guide
1.182 endorses the guidance in Section 11 of NUMARC 93-01, "Industry Guideline for
Monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance at Nuclear Power Plants." These documents
address general guidance for conduct of the risk assessment, quantitative and qualitative
guidelines for establishing risk management actions, and example risk management actions.
These include actions to plan and conduct other activities in a manner that controls overall risk,
increased risk awareness by shift and management personnel, actions to reduce the duration of
the condition, actions to minimize the magnitude of risk increases (establishment of backup
success paths or compensatory measures), and determination that the proposed MODE change is
acceptable. Consideration should also be given to the probability of completing restoration such
that the requirements of the LCO would be met prior to the expiration of ACTIONS Completion
Times that would require exiting the Applicability.



LCO 3.0.4.b may be used with single, or multiple systems and components unavailable.
NUMARC 93-01 provides guidance relative to consideration of simultaneous unavailability of
multiple systems and components.

The results of the risk assessment shall be considered in determining the acceptability of entering
the MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability, and any corresponding risk
management actions. The LCO 3.0.4.b risk assessments do not have to be documented.

The Technical Specifications allow continued operation with equipment unavailable in MODE 1
for the duration of the Completion Time. Since this is allowable, and since in general the risk
impact in that particular MODE bounds the risk of transitioning into and through the applicable
MODES or other specified conditions in the Applicability of the LCO, the use of the LCO
3.0.4.b allowance should be generally acceptable, as long as the risk is assessed and managed as
stated above. However, there is a small subset of systems and components that have been
determined to be more important to risk and use of the LCO 3.0.4.b allowance is prohibited. The
LCOs governing these system and components contain Notes prohibiting the use of LCO 3.0.4.b
by stating that LCO 3.0.4.b is not applicable.

LCO 3.0.4.c allows entry into a MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability with the
LCO not met based on a Note in the Specification which states LCO 3.0.4.c is applicable. These
specific allowances permit entry into MODES or other specified conditions in the Applicability
when the associated ACTIONS to be entered do not provide for continued operation for an
unlimited period of time and a risk assessment has not been performed. This allowance may
apply to all the ACTIONS or to a specific Required Action of a Specification. The risk
assessments performed to justify the use of LCO 3.0.4.b usually only consider systems and
components. For this reason, LCO 3.0.4.c is typically applied to Specifications which describe
values and parameters (e.g., Reactor Coolant System Specific Activity), and may be applied to
other Specifications based on NRC plant-specific approval.

The provisions of this Specification should not be interpreted as endorsing the failure to exercise
the good practice of restoring systems or components to OPERABLE status before entering an
associated MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability.

The provisions of LCO 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in MODES or other specified conditions
in the Applicability that are required to comply with ACTIONS. In addition, the provisions of
LCO 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in MODES or other specified conditions in the
Applicability that result from any unit shutdown. In this context, a unit shutdown is defined as a
change in MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability associated with transitioning
from MODE 1 to MODE 2, MODE 2 to MODE 3, MODE 3 to MODE 4, and MODE 4 to
MODE 5.



Upon entry into a MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability with the LCO not met,
LCO 3.0.1 and LCO 3.0.2 require entry into the applicable Conditions and Required Actions
until the Condition is resolved, until the LCO is met, or until the unit is not within the
Applicability of the Technical Specification.

Surveillances do not have to be performed on the associated inoperable equipment (or on
variables outside the specified limits), as permitted by SR 3.0.1. Therefore, utilizing LCO 3.0.4
is not a violation of SR 3.0.1 or SR 3.0.4 for any Surveillances that have not been performed on
inoperable equipment. However, SRs must be met to ensure OPERABILITY prior to declaring
the associated equipment OPERABLE (or variable within limits) and restoring compliance with
the affected LCO.



SR Applicability
B 3.0

Bases

SR 3.0.3
(continued)

evaluation should be commensurate with the importance of the
component. Missed Surveillances for important components
should be analyzed quantitatively. If the results of the
risk evaluation determine the risk increase is significant,
this evaluation should be used to determine the safest
course of action. All missed Surveillances will be placed
in the licensee's Corrective Action Program.

If a Surveillance is not completed within the allowed delay
period, then the equipment is considered inoperable or the
variable is considered outside the specified limits and the
Completion Times of the Required Actions for the applicable
LCO Conditions begin immediately upon expiration of the
delay period. If a Surveillance is failed within the delay
period, then the equipment is inoperable, or the variable is
outside the specified limits and the Completion Times of the
Required Actions for the applicable LCO Conditions begin
immediately upon the failure of the Surveillance.

Completion of the Surveillance within the delay period
allowed by this Specification, or within the Completion Time
of the ACTIONS, restores compliance with SR 3.0.1.

SR 3.0.4 SR 2.OA4 estzblisites the requireftet t~hat all apicale CfRz

T-hie Gpeeifieatien enszures that systefft anrd epeft
OPR~lILI reqzuivement. an.e., 3 :trieble linmitztre. mz.t befetre

entt*y inte I!OEZE er ether z~peeified eenelitiens i the

(continued)
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SR Applicability
B.3.0

Bases

SR 3
(co
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(continued)
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SR Applicability
B.3.0

Bases

SR 3.0.4 require4 (to bc met or verformd3) until a Partieuler event,
(continued) eondition, or time has been reeehed. Further distussioen of

/ C__ti~e 1.4 -Feue- --'.-1

Insert 9 SR -. O.4 is only oppliceblc ;hen entering 11D 4 from HlODE
5, IODE 3 from ODEG 4 11PDE from IIODE , or IIODE 1 from
HODE 2. Furthermere, GR 2.O.4 is ar1gieetbl w:he..otrn
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INSERT 9 (SR 3.0.4 BASES)

SR 3.0.4 establishes the requirement that all applicable SRs must be met before entry into a
MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability.

This Specification ensures that system and component OPERABILITY requirements and
variable limits are met before entry into MODES or other specified conditions in the
Applicability for which these systems and components ensure safe operation of the unit. The
provisions of this Specification should not be interpreted as endorsing the failure to exercise the
good practice of restoring systems or components to OPERABLE status before entering an
associated MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability.

A provision is included to allow entry into a MODE or other specified condition in the
Applicability when an LCO is not met due to Surveillance not being met in accordance with
LCO 3.0.4.

However, in certain circumstances, failing to meet an SR will not result in SR 3.0.4 restricting a
MODE change or other specified condition change. When a system, subsystem, division,
component, device, or variable is inoperable or outside its specified limits, the associated SR(s)
are not required to be performed, per SR 3.0.1, which states that surveillances do not have to be
performed on inoperable equipment. When equipment is inoperable, SR 3.0.4 does not apply to
the associated SR(s) since the requirement for the SR(s) to be performed is removed. Therefore,
failing to perform the Surveillance(s) within the specified Frequency does not result in an
SR 3.0.4 restriction to changing MODES or other specified conditions of the Applicability.
However, since the LCO is not met in this instance, LCO 3.0.4 will govern any restrictions that
may (or may not) apply to MODE or other specified condition changes. SR 3.0.4 does not
restrict changing MODES or other specified conditions of the Applicability when a Surveillance
has not been performed within the specified Frequency, provided the requirement to declare the
LCO not met has been delayed in accordance with SR 3.0.3.

The provisions of SR 3.0.4 shall not prevent entry into MODES or other specified conditions in
the Applicability that are required to comply with ACTIONS. In addition, the provisions of
SR 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in MODES or other specified conditions in the Applicability
that result from any unit shutdown. In this context, a unit shutdown is defined as a change in
MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability associated with transitioning from
MODE I to MODE 2, MODE 2 to MODE 3, MODE 3 to MODE 4, and MODE 4 to MODE 5.

The precise requirements for performance of SRs are specified such that exceptions to SR 3.0.4
are not necessary. The specific time frames and conditions necessary for meeting the SRs are
specified in the Frequency, in the Surveillance, or both. This allows performance of
Surveillances when the prerequisite condition(s) specified in a Surveillance procedure require



entry into the MODE or other specified condition.in the Applicability of the associated LCO
prior to the performance or completion of a Surveillance. A Surveillance that could not be
performed until after entering the LCO's Applicability, would have its Frequency specified such
that it is not "due" until the specific conditions needed are met. Alternately, the Surveillance
may be stated in the form of a Note, as not required (to be met or performed) until a particular
event, condition, or time has been reached. Further discussion of the specific formats of SRs'
annotation is found in Section 1.4, Frequency.



SDM - Tan > 200OF
B 3.1.1

BASES

APPLICABLE rod also produces a time dependent redistribution of core
SAFETY ANALYSES power.

(continued)
SDM satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement. Even
though it is not directly observed from the control room,
SDM is considered an initial condition process variable
because it is periodically monitored to ensure that the unit
is operating within the bounds of accident analysis
assumptions.

LCO SDM is a core design condition that can be ensured during
operation through control rod positioning (control and
shutdown banks) and through the soluble boron concentration.

The MSLB (Ref. 2) and the boron dilution (Ref. 3) accidents
are the most limiting analyses that establish the SDM value
of the LCO. For MSLB accidents, if the LCO is violated,
there is a potential to exceed the DNBR limit and to exceed
10 CFR 100, "Reactor Site Criteria," limits (Ref. 4). For
the boron dilution accident, if the LCO is violated, the
minimum required time assumed for operator action to
terminate dilution may no longer be applicable.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 2 with keff < 1.0 and in MODES 3 and 4, the SDM
requirements are applicable to provide sufficient negative
reactivity to meet the assumptions of the safety analyses
discussed above. In MODE 5, SDM is addressed by LCO 3.1.2,
*SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) - Tang < 2000F." In MODE 6, the
shutdown reactivity requirements are given in LCO 3.9.1,
'Boron Concentration." In MODES 1 and 2, SDM is ensured by
complying with LCO 3.1.6 and LCO 3.1.7. since LCO 2.O.4
eles note atpply It eltanves i!, HIOPES Ca ethet r pcifire4

_ n: . . : ,s __ 0te Aplekbity te ae par .E a _ . _ __ _

un"it .shutdeln, LCO 2.O.4 does not pzreeluzI eeeleoew fzrom
MODE 3 to IIODD S. Ginee eeeldeif ;wzold add positiv-e
reactivity and eensequently 4ecrees the CDII further, et Nte

,tm ,5een ,i be 2th ..E.lr . thee9.. tIt- -I- -.. ...et.. et

(continued)
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B 3.1.2

BASES (continued)

LCO SDM is a core design condition that can be ensured during
operation through control rod positioning (control and
shutdown banks) and through the soluble boron concentration.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5, the SDM requirements are applicable to provide
sufficient negative reactivity to meet the assumptions of
the safety analyses discussed above. In MODE 2 with Keff <
1.0 and MODES 3 and 4, the SDM requirements are given in
LCO 3.1.1, 'SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) - Tax > 2000F." In
MODE 6, the shutdown reactivity requirements are given in
LCO 3.9.1, "Boron Concentration." In MODE 1 and MODE 2 with
Keff > 1.0, SDM is ensured by complying with LCO 3.1.6 and
LCO 3.1.7. Ginee LCD 2.0.4 does net apply to changes i.n
MerDES er :ther zpesieza dities in: the Appliefility
that are part of a normal unit qhutdaewn, LCD ;.0.4 does net
_ el F*. *ED * lee MODE S. * *Ame e le* * _
weula ftdi Pesitive teetetiviby eted ev - eCtUently eleetet ti._
CDII f-urther, -. Net- htsz Lzee etellee te th. Aprliebillty that:
reccludoe oetry into 1GODE 5 froma IIODE 4 while the CDII is not

fftt.

ACTIONS A.1

If the SDM requirements are not met, boration must be
initiated promptly. A Completion Time of 15 minutes is
adequate for an operator to correctly align and start the
required systems and components. It is assumed that
boration will be continued until the SDM requirements are
met.

In the determination of the required combination of boration
flow rate and boron concentration, there is no unique
requirement that must be satisfied. Since it is imperative
to raise the boron concentration of the RCS as soon as
possible, the boron concentration should be a concentrated
solution, such as that normally found in the boric acid
storage tank or the refueling water storage tank. The
operator should borate with the best source available for
the plant conditions.

In determining the boration flow rate the time in core life
must be considered. For instance, the most difficult time

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY The PAM instrumentation LCO is applicable as shown in Table
3.3.3-1. These variables are related to the diagnosis and
pre-planned actions required to mitigate DBAs. The
applicable DBAs are assumed to occur in MODES 1, 2, and 3.
In MODES 4, 5, and 6, unit conditions are such that the
likelihood of an event that would require PAM
instrumentation is low; therefore, the PAM instrumentation
is not required to be OPERABLE in these MODES.

ACTIONS

entry irnte the applizcable IOE w;hile relyin; en th: AC-TIGNS
even. thettgh the AC-TIGNS m.y evzrntually recjuire unitr
shuteletm. This eiteertizr. iz aeeetalble. due te the. L'zzivz

rmetheel, ear~e the lew prebetbility eEfa evzrt reeittirin; these

I~st"A Note'rJ~-* N;te- 2 has been added in the ACTIONS to clarify the
application of Completion Time rules. The Conditions of
this Specification may be entered independently for each
Function listed on Table 3.3.3-1. The Completion Time(s) of
the inoperable channel(s) of a Function will be tracked
separately for each Function starting from the time the
Condition was entered for that Function.

A.I

Condition A applies when one or more Functions have one
required channel that is inoperable. Required Action A.1
requires restoring the inoperable channel to OPERABLE status
within 30 days. The 30 day Completion Time is based on
operating experience and takes into account the remaining
OPERABLE channel (or in the case of a Function that has only
one required channel, other non-Regulatory Guide 1.97
instrument channels to monitor the Function), the passive
nature of the instrument (no critical automatic action is
assumed to occur from these instruments), and the low
probability of an event requiring PAM instrumentation during
this interval.

(continued)
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.4

BASES

LCO
(continued)

A Function of a Remote Shutdown System is OPERABLE if all
instrument and control channels needed to support the Remote
Shutdown System Function are OPERABLE. Reference 3 and 4
provides additional information on required equipment. In
some cases, Table 3.3.4-1 may indicate that the required
information or control capability is available from several
alternate sources. In these cases, the Function is OPERABLE
as long as one channel of any of the alternate information
or control sources is OPERABLE.

The remote shutdown instrument and control circuits covered
by this LCO do not need to be energized to be considered
OPERABLE. This LCO is intended to ensure the instruments
and control circuits will be OPERABLE if unit conditions
require that the Remote Shutdown System be placed in
operation.

APPLICABILITY The Remote Shutdown System LCO is applicable in MODES 1, 2,
and 3. This is required so that the unit can be placed and
maintained in MODE 3 for an extended period of time from a
location other than the control room.

This LCO is not applicable in MODE 4, 5, or 6. In these
MODES, the facility is already subcritical and in a
condition of reduced RCS energy. Under these conditions,
considerable time is available to restore necessary
instrument control functions if control room instruments or
controls become unavailable.

ACTIONS flzte 1 is inelut~ee w;Liel exe-Itlule the MODS ehesnge

anetrieet;5-le HeDE %A.Uk reyng te ikCTIGNSeve bhttvi
the AC-TIGNS .. ~i entuall- reeitire e unit= zhuttck;~. This
esteetier. is eteeetable dtt te the lew jorbebility E anr
event reeitiring the Reme~te Ghutttelew System enel beatseu the

eepilroent eanr geneL-elly be reeire eltring ezgzrats wtheut

[Insert "ANote" - Note ; has been added to the ACTIONS to clarify the
application of Completion Time rules. Separate Condition
entry is allowed for each Function listed on Table 3.3.4-1.

(continued)
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RCS Loops - MODES 5, Loops Not Filled
B 3.4.8

BASES

LCO
(continued)

Note 1 permits all RHR pumps to be de-energized for
< 15 minutes when switching from one loop to another. The
circumstances for stopping both RHR pumps are to be limited
to situations when the outage time is short and core outlet
temperature is maintained > 10'F below saturation
temperature. The Note prohibits boron dilution or draining
operations when RHR forced flow is stopped.

Note 2 allows one RHR loop to be inoperable for a period of
• 2 hours, provided that the other loop is OPERABLE and in
operation. This permits periodic surveillance tests to be
performed on the inoperable loop during the only time when
these tests are safe and possible.

An OPERABLE RHR loop is comprised of an OPERABLE RHR pump
capable of providing forced flow to an OPERABLE RHR heat
exchanger. RHR pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of
being powered and are able to provide flow if required.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 with loops not filled, this LCO requires core heat
removal and coolant circulation by the RHR System.

Operation in other MODES is covered by:

LCO
LCO
LCO
LCO
LCO

3.4.4,
3.4.5,
3.4.6,
3.4.7,
3.9.5,

'RCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2';
'RCS Loops - MODE 3';
'RCS Loops -. MODE 4';
'RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled';
"Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation - High Water Level' (MODE 6); and
"Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation - Low Water Level' (MODE 6).

LCO 3.9.6,

Lee 2. OA lzo aee "t ...ply te eTh...e. in. MaDE erthezr
spe!ifiz zznclitlenr i the Appilzabi-lity thetlar petr efa

n.rzal unit ..hutttelf er ar in HGEDBG S er 6, anel thezeofre,

prebetillty eE e eempleb less eE elet heett renmzvet-, a ete
hnzt beenr ftgged te the Applieetbility thett preezlede ene

I{S, Ace _w sX1[

(continued)
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Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11

BASES

LCO
(continued)

inoperable PORV that is capable of being manually cycled
(e.g., as in the case of excessive PORV leakage).
Similarly, isolation of an OPERABLE PORV does not render
that PORV or block valve inoperable provided the relief
function remains available with manual action.

An OPERABLE PORV is required to be capable of manually
opening and closing and not experiencing excessive seat
leakage. Excessive seat leakage, although not associated
with a specific acceptance criteria, exists when conditions
dictate closure of the block valve to limit leakage.

Satisfying the LCO helps minimize challenges to fission
product barriers.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the PORV and its block valve are
required to be OPERABLE to limit the potential for a small
break LOCA through the flow path. The most likely cause for
a PORV small break LOCA is a result of a pressure increase
transient that causes the PORV to open. Imbalances in the
energy output of the core and heat removal by the secondary
system can cause the RCS pressure to increase to the PORV
opening setpoint. The most rapid increases will occur at
the higher operating power and pressure conditions of
MODES 1 and 2. The PORVs are also required to be OPERABLE
in MODES 1, 2, and 3 for manual actuation to mitigate a
steam generator tube rupture event.

Pressure increases are less prominent in MODE 3 because the
core input energy is reduced, but the RCS pressure is high.
Therefore, the LCO is applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3. The
LCO is not applicable in MODES 4, 5, and 6 with the reactor
vessel head in place when both pressure and core energy are
decreased and the pressure surges become much less
significant. LCO 3.4.12 addresses the PORV requirements in
these MODES.

ACTIONS note - has been added to clarify that all pressurizer PORVs
are treated as separate entities, each with separate
Completion Times (i.e., the Completion Time is on a

Insert "A Note" component basis). The exccoption for LCO 3 0.4, Nlote 2,
pormits onta;y into MODE; 1, 2. and a to perform cycling of
tho POnik o o by e 'I 1 A cwa.. to. .'.thir.. ve rL ot.'atu v F._

(continued)
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COMS
B 3.4.12

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

RCS Vent Performance (continued)

Three vent flow paths have been identified in the RCS which
could serve as pressure release (vent) paths. With one
safety or PORV removed, the open line could serve as one
vent path. The pressurizer manway could serve as an
alternative vent path with the manway cover removed. These
flow paths are capable of discharging 475 gpm at low
pressure in the RCS. Thus, any one of the openings can be
used for relieving the pressure to prevent violating the P/T
limits.

The RCS vent size will be re-evaluated for compliance each
time the P/T limit curves are revised based on the results
of the vessel material surveillance. The RCS vent is
passive and is not subject to active failure.

The COMS satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO This LCO requires that the COMS is OPERABLE. The COMS is
OPERABLE when the minimum coolant input and pressure relief
capabilities are OPERABLE. Violation of this LCO could lead
to the loss of low temperature overpressure mitigation and
violation of the Reference 1 limits as a result of an
operational transient.

_ . . s . D
, D , ^ . . _

To !!;mlt ti-i coolInt inpuAt cptl?.tAe i.96; rFGcnir-e no

Insert lOA

Safety injection pumps and Only, one charging pump capable of
injecting into the RGcs and all accumulator dicoh4rgo
ic la ie 'al':er r4oted 7nd i mmebAQ ili ~ac ;4 o;n arr. umu3 tor_
precreIt Ggreater- tha'n or equal to the maxirmum RC=
prcorofer tho e;;isting AGS Geld logf temperaturo allnewoxd

in the PTL

The elements of the LCO that provide low temperature
overpressure mitigation through pressure relief are:

a. Two RCS relief valves, as follows:

(continued)
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COMS
B 3.4.12

BASES

APPLICABILITY
(continued)

The A2pplioabl1ity ic modified by four llotoc - QC
_04._ doo_ not apply to rhanges in vMOES or -ther vpecified
conditionc in the Applicabilit" that are part of a normal
unit 0hutdown, or are in HOPES 5 4r- 6, and thcrfero, dAeA

not procludo cooldow0n from 4=DE 3 to :40DE 5. inco
oelden.; Aouldl ake the rea.tor _______ . ore cucseptiblo to

brittle failuro, a Moto hac beon addod to tho Appligability
that prAl_ 1 suA entr8y into 4pplieability of the I-Go whilA

the LCO ic not mot, except ac allowod by Notec 2, 3, and 4
Note 2 ctAtor that AulAtr icolatien it only reu

whon the acoum'lator proccuro ic more than or at tho
immRag prattureq for- the 0"Siting temper-ature, as

allowed b; tho PrT limit o"rtoc Thic Noto pormitc the
acuxulator disharge iola.tion w'al* SuriA A _ance to bA
perfor~med only undcr these paressure -and temperature
conditionc Mohto 3 proeidet time to mako the requirod

purpc noprabe ine thea COMS ar-ming. temAper-aturea irt the
came at I4ODE 3 to MODE 4 trancition temperature NQoto 4
proridot time Q moake tho e AMR relief 4a3ve operablo
after Qntarina Mode 4.

I
ACTIONS A.1 and B.1

With two or more charging pumps or any safety
injection pumps capable of injecting into the RCS, RCS

Insert lOB overpressurization is possible.

To immediately initiate action to restore restricted coolant
input capability to the RCS reflects the urgency of removing
the RCS from this condition.

Required An.tien E.1 io modifiod by a Note that permito two
_harging pumps _apable of R4 _ injection for _ 1 4_ 5 minu- o_

allo" for pump C "atC

C.1, D.1, and D.2

An unisolated accumulator requires isolation within 1 hour.
This is only required when the accumulator pressure is at or
more than the maximum RCS pressure for the existing
temperature allowed by the P/T limit curves.

If isolation is needed and cannot be accomplished in
1 hour, Required Action D.1 and Required Action D.2
provide two options, either of which must be performed in
the next 12 hours. By increasing the RCS temperature to
> 350°F, an accumulator pressure specified in WAT-D-9448
(Ref. 9) cannot exceed the COMS limits if the accumulators
are fully injected.

(continued)
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INSERT 10A (LCO 3.4.12 BASES, COMS)

To limit the coolant input capability, the LCO requires no safety injection pumps and a
maximum of one charging pump be capable of injecting into the RCS, and all accumulator
discharge isolation valves be closed and immobilized when accumulator pressure is greater than
or equal to the maximum RCS pressure for the existing RCS cold leg temperature allowed in the
PTLR.

The LCO is modified by two Notes. Note I allows two charging pumps to be made capable of
injecting for less than or equal to 1 hour during pump swap operations. One hour provides
sufficient time to safely complete the actual transfer and to complete the administrative controls
and surveillance requirements associated with the swap. The intent is to minimize the actual
time that more than one charging pump is physically capable of injection.

Note 2 states that accumulator isolation is only required when the accumulator pressure is more
than or at the maximum RCS pressure for the existing temperature, as allowed by the P/T limit
curves. This Note permits the accumulator discharge isolation valve Surveillance to be
performed only under these pressure and temperature conditions.

INSERT 10B (LCO 3.4.12 BASES, COMS)

A Note prohibits the application of LCO 3.0.4.b to an inoperable COMS. There is an increased
risk associated with entering MODE 4 from MODE 5 with COMS inoperable and the provisions
of LCO 3.0.4.b, which allow entry into a MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability
with the LCO not met after performance of a risk assessment addressing inoperable systems and
components, should not be applied in this circumstance.



RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.15

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

With the required containment pocket sump level monitor
inoperable, no other form of sampling can provide the
equivalent information; however, the containment atmosphere
radioactivity monitor will provide indications of changes in
leakage. Together with the atmosphere monitor, the periodic
surveillance for RCS water inventory balance, SR 3.4.13.1,
must be performed at an increased frequency of 24 hours to
provide information that is adequate to detect leakage.

Restoration of the required containment pocket sump level
monitor to OPERABLE status within a Completion Time of
30 days is required to regain the function after the
monitor's failure. This time is acceptable, considering the
Frequency and adequacy of the RCS water inventory balance
required by Required Action A.1.

iteujtt ed rcio A. i_ moif by et Bftieleenicc
Atetth p- m _. .: ..- _E cG ;.9 arene apletble As_ art
Ho _ _ w_ to _ - . _ . _s_. . . .. .. . I . , . - - . . _. I e - Ac - .. ,

_tenp lee iter ziv rs _ine tpte cs evcliw e tz_
providedl beeattse ether iarmttonis avatilatble to

a_ _ As_ W

meie _e , teeg.

B.1.1, B.1.2, and B.2

With either the gaseous or the particulate containment
atmosphere radioactivity monitoring instrumentation channels
inoperable, alternative action is required. Either grab
samples of the containment atmosphere must be taken and
analyzed or water inventory balances, in accordance with
SR 3.4.13.1, must be performed to provide alternate periodic
information.

During periods when the heat tracing is inoperable for the
sample lines supplying the radioactivity monitoring
instrumentation, the particulate channel of the
instrumentation is inoperable and grab samples for
particulates may not be taken using the sample lines.

With a sample obtained and analyzed or water inventory
balance performed every 24 hours, the reactor may be
operated for up to 30 days to allow restoration of the
required containment atmosphere radioactivity monitors.

(continued)
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.15

BASES (4ettinued

ACTIONS B.l.1, B.1.2, and B.2 (continued)

The 24 hour interval provides periodic information that is
adequate to detect leakage. The 30 day Completion Time
recognizes at least one other form of leakage detection is
available.

eqtrel . . ! _n B 1 ! _ R. uiree . . ! en 3 !.2 _tr rf. _ l! C !l ;5.

a Note that indicattes that tEPrzvijztns of LCO 2.0.4 ar.
not __lisole. As a r_.ult, et ; _haorng is _lleweel 1_..1
the gaseous anrdl particulatbe eenrtoirn.renbt otmesphere
... citet i z ty 4"n i 2C. e e is _ ! Ml . . _
i_ provsidede ;neeetut etlhcl!i~ucttc is etyeilftlce tee
I_ _el. _ _r _ _nor remar 13ArcG

C.1 and C.2

If a Required Action of Condition A or B cannot be met, the
plant must be brought to a MODE in which the requirement
does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be
brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

D.1

With all required monitors inoperable, no automatic means of
monitoring leakage are available, and immediate plant
shutdown in accordance with LCO 3.0.3 is required.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.15.1

SR 3.4.15.1 requires the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK of
the required containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor.
The check gives reasonable confidence that the channel is
operating properly. The Frequency of 12 hours is based on
instrument reliability and is reasonable for detecting off
normal conditions.

(continued)
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.16

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

With the DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 greater than the LCO limit,
samples at intervals of 4 hours must be taken to demonstrate
that the limit of 21 pCi/gm is not exceeded. The Completion
Time of 4 hours is required to obtain and analyze a sample.
Sampling is done to continue to provide a trend.

The DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 must be restored to within limits
within 48 hours. The Completion Time of 48 hours is
required, if the limit violation resulted from normal iodine
spiking.

A Note t8 the AGTIOUC;; emezluclze the mODE9 ehange~ Lcetrizt4i8
-- I ' ~ A A mil - -_-r 1 i- 11- .- ' -r- r--. i;;tA I-i-Inset 11 -- --- n ------ n t\ ge _-1 i Xro~~w,,51,zapp34eable HODE C) while Eelying er. the AGTIOII;; even theugh
thA 1._TIS n e ll T tequ\e r ila.nt t n _ ._ v f.. Thid
eteejtien is acceptable due to the significant conservatism
incorporated into the specific activity limit, the low
probability of an event which is limiting due to exceeding
this limit, and the ability to restore transient specific
activity excursions while the plant remains at, or proceeds
to power operation.

B.1 and B.2

With the gross specific activity in excess of the allowed
limit, an analysis must be performed within 4 hours to
determine DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131. The Completion Time of
4 hours is required to obtain and analyze a sample.

The change within 6 hours to MODE 3 and RCS average
temperature < 5001F lowers the saturation pressure of the
reactor coolant below the setpoints of the main steam safety
valves and prevents venting the SG to the environment in an
SGTR event. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3
below 500 0F from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems.

(continued)
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INSERT 11 (LCO 3.4.16 BASES, RCS SPECIFIC ACTIVITY)

A Note permits the use of the provisions of LCO 3.0.4.c. This allowance permits entry into the
applicable MODE(S) while relying on the ACTIONS. This allowance



ECCS - Operating
B 3.5.2

BASES

APPLICABLE The effects on containment mass and energy releases are
SAFETY ANALYSES accounted for in appropriate analyses (Refs. 3 and 4). The

(continued) LCO ensures that an ECCS train will deliver sufficient water
to match boil off rates soon enough to minimize the
consequences of the core being uncovered following a large
LOCA. It also ensures that the centrifugal charging and SI
pumps will deliver sufficient water and boron during a small
LOCA to maintain core subcriticality. For smaller LOCAs,
the centrifugal charging pump delivers sufficient fluid to
maintain RCS inventory. For a small break LOCA, the steam
generators continue to serve as the heat sink, providing
part of the required core cooling.

The ECCS trains satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LCO In MODES 1, 2, and 3, two independent (and redundant) ECCS
trains are required to ensure that sufficient ECCS flow is
available, assuming a single failure affecting either train.
Additionally, individual components within the ECCS trains
may be called upon to mitigate the consequences of other
transients and accidents.

In MODES 1, 2, and 3, an ECCS train consists of a
centrifugal charging subsystem, an SI subsystem, and an RHR
subsystem. Each train includes the piping, instruments, and
controls to ensure an OPERABLE flow path capable of taking
suction from the RWST upon an SI signal and automatically
transferring suction to the containment sump.

During an event requiring ECCS actuation, a flow path is
required to provide an abundant supply of water from the
RWST to the RCS via the ECCS pumps and their respective
supply headers to each of the four cold leg injection
nozzles. In the long term, this flow path may be switched
to take its supply from the containment sump and to supply
its flow to the RCS hot and cold legs.

The flow path for each train must maintain its designed
independence to ensure that no single failure can disable
both ECCS trains.

Insert12 J

(continued)
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ECCS - Operating
B 3.5.2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the ECCS OPERABILITY requirements for
the limiting Design Basis Accident, a large break LOCA, are
based on full power operation. Although reduced power would
not require the same level of performance, the accident
analysis does not provide for reduced cooling requirements
in the lower MODES. The centrifugal charging pump
performance is based on a small break LOCA, which
establishes the pump performance curve and has less
dependence on power. The SI pump performance requirements
are based on a small break LOCA. MODE 2 and MODE 3
requirements are bounded by the MODE 1 analysis.

This LCO is only applicable in MODE 3 and above. Below
MODE 3, the SI signal setpoint is manually bypassed by
operator control, and system functional requirements are
relaxed as described in LCO 3.5.3, "ECCS-Shutdown."

As indicated in lloto 1, the flow path ma, bo icolated for
2 hour-s in IMODE 3, unrder controlled conditions, to perform
prcccurc icclatizn Also tonting per SR 3A.1l.l. T-he- flow
path is roadil, roctorzablo from the control room NQota 2
proQidoa roliof from the rootrictiono of L-O 3.0.4 anid OR
3 0 I. to allows timo to ro-toro the required oquipmnnt to
OPERAPLE rtaturz.

In MODES 5 and 6, plant conditions are such that the
probability of an event requiring ECCS injection is
extremely low. Core cooling requirements in MODE 5 are
addressed by LCO 3.4.7, "RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled,"
and LCO 3.4.8, IRCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled."
MODE 6 core cooling requirements are addressed by LCO 3.9.5,
"Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation-High
Water Level,' and LCO 3.9.6, "Residual Heat Removal (RHR)
and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level."

ACTIONS A.1

With one or more trains inoperable and at least 100% of the
ECCS flow equivalent to a single OPERABLE ECCS train
available, the inoperable components must be returned to
OPERABLE status within 72 hours. The 72 hour Completion
Time is based on an NRC reliability evaluation (Ref. 5) and
is a reasonable time for repair of many ECCS components.

An ECCS train is inoperable if it is not capable of
delivering design flow to the RCS. Individual components

(continued)
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INSERT 12 (LCO 3.5.2 BASES, ECCS - OPERATING)

As indicated in Note 1, the SI flow paths may be isolated for 2 hours in MODE 3, under
controlled conditions, to perform pressure isolation valve testing per SR 3.4.14.1. The flow path
is readily restorable from the control room. As indicated in Note 2, operation in MODE 3 with
safety injection pumps and charging pumps made incapable of injecting in order to facilitate
entry into or exit from the Applicability of LCO 3.4.12, "Cold Overpressure Mitigation System
(COMS)" is necessary with a COMS arming temperature at or near the MODE 3 boundary
temperature of 350'F. LCO 3.4.12 requires that certain pumps be rendered incapable of
injecting at and below the COMS arming temperature. When this temperature is at or near the
MODE 3 boundary temperature, time is needed to make pumps incapable of injecting prior to
entering the COMS Applicability, and provide time to restore the inoperable pumps to
OPERABLE status on exiting the COMS Applicability.



ECCS - Shutdown
B 3.5.3

BASES

LCO
(continued)

In MODE 4, an ECCS train consists of a centrifugal charging
subsystem and an RHR subsystem. Each centrifugal charging
subsystem includes the piping, instruments, and controls to
ensure an OPERABLE flow path capable of taking suction from
the RWST and transferring suction to the discharge of the
RHR subsystem. Each RHR subsystem includes the piping,
instruments, and controls to ensure an OPERABLE flow path
capable of taking suction from the containment sump and
recirculating to the RCS.

During an event requiring ECCS actuation, a flow path is
required to provide an abundant supply of water from the
RWST to the RCS via a charging pump and its respective
supply header. In the long term, the flow path may be
switched to take its supply from the containment sump and
provide recirculation flow to the RCS.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the OPERABILITY requirements for the
ECCS are covered by LCO 3.5.2.

In MODE 4, one OPERABLE ECCS train is acceptable without
single failure consideration, on the basis of the stable
reactivity of the reactor and the limited core cooling
requirements.

In MODES 5 and 6, plant conditions are such that the
probability of an event requiring ECCS injection is
extremely low. Core cooling requirements in MODE 5 are
addressed by LCO 3.4.7, "RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled,"
and LCO 3.4.8, "RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled."
MODE 6 core cooling requirements are addressed by LCO 3.9.5,
"Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation - High
Water Level," and LCO 3.9.6, "Residual Heat Removal (RHR)
and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level."

ACTIONS A.1

With no ECCS RHR subsystem OPERABLE, the plant is not
Insert 13 prepared to respond to a loss of coolant accident. The

Completion Time of immediately to initiate actions that
would restore at least one ECCS RHR subsystem to OPERABLE
status ensures that prompt action is taken to restore the
required recirculation cooling capacity. Normally, in
MODE 4, reactor decay heat is removed from the RCS by an RHR
loop. If no RHR loop is OPERABLE for this function, reactor

(continued)
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INSERT 13 (LCO 3.5.3 BASES, ECCS SHUTDOWN)

A Note prohibits the application of LCO 3.0.4.b to an inoperable ECCS high head subsystem when
entering MODE 4. There is an increased risk associated with entering MODE 4 from MODE 5 with an
inoperable ECCS high head subsystem and the provisions of LCO 3.0.4.b, which allow entry into a
MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability with the LCO not met after performance of a
risk assessment addressing inoperable systems and components, should not be applied in this
circumstance.



Hydrogen Recombiners
B 3.6.7

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 Continued)

flequirod Alotio-. A. 1 has boer. motdifioed by a Nete that tntates
the pra9vi:_Jnion ef ICC- a.9.4 are net applinable. As a
renult, a ;49DE ehar.g is allewed wrhen gne~ oobi ri
ineaperable. Tzhin allewanee ~in baned- en the aviailt f
the ether hydregert reeefnbittei, the amall: preob~ilIty ef a
EOGA eE CLi] eeeufting (that wetuld geneorate an aiftunt ef
hyelrogoe. that eifeeeels the f;laFffab4ility lii~t) , and the
afmeunt ef time -availa4ble after a 7.9CA r- SIB (sheuld ene
eeeur) fer eperator aetion te perizent hydrogen aeeu~ulatlen
framf eiieeedlng the flammfability limit.

B.1 and B.2

With two hydrogen recombiners inoperable, the ability to
perform the hydrogen control function via alternate
capabilities must be verified by administrative means within
1 hour. The alternate hydrogen control capabilities are
provided by the Hydrogen Mitigation System. The 1 hour
Completion Time allows a reasonable period of time to verify
that a loss of hydrogen control function does not exist. In
addition, the alternate hydrogen control system capability
must be verified once per 12 hours thereafter to ensure its
continued availability. Both the initial verification and
all subsequent verifications may be performed as an
administrative check by examining logs or other information
to determine the availability of the alternate hydrogen
control system. It does not mean to perform the
Surveillances needed to demonstrate OPERABILITY of the
alternate hydrogen control system. If the ability to
perform the hydrogen control function is maintained,
continued operation is permitted with two hydrogen
recombiners inoperable for up to 7 days. Seven days is a
reasonable time to allow two hydrogen recombiners to be
inoperable because the hydrogen control function is
maintained and because of the low probability of the
occurrence of a LOCA that would generate hydrogen in the
amounts capable of exceeding the flammability limit.

(continued)
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ADVs
B 3.7.4

BASES

LCO An ADV is considered OPERABLE when it is capable of
(continued) providing controlled relief of the main steam flow and

capable of fully opening and closing on demand.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, and in MODE 4, when a steam
generator is being relied upon for heat removal, the
ADVs are required to be OPERABLE.

In MODE 5 or 6, an SGTR is not a credible event.

ACTIONS A.1

With one required ADV line inoperable, action must be
taken to restore OPERABLE status within 7 days. The
7 day Completion Time allows for the redundant
capability afforded by the remaining OPERABLE ADV
lines, a nonsafety grade backup in the Steam Dump
System, and MSSVs. Requirod Action A 1 is modified byr
a NIgto indicating that LCO 3 0-4 dooe not apply

B.1

The four ADVs are supplied with safety-related Train A and
Train B control air by the Auxiliary Control Air System
(ACAS). Two valves receive Train A air and two valves
receive Train B air. With one train (two ADV lines)
inoperable due to an inoperable ACAS train, action must be
taken to restore operability of the ACAS train to ensure
operability of the ADV lines. The 72 hour Completion Time
is reasonable since alternate means are available to
operate the ADVs assuming an inoperable ACAS train, and the
low probability of an event occurring during this period
that would require the ADV lines. Normal control air is
used to operate the valves, if available. In addition, the
ADVs can be manually operated with the valve hand wheel, or
by manually aligning a bottled nitrogen system to the valve
operators. Each ADV is provided with a main and alternate
nitrogen bottle designed to operate the valves if normal
and emergency air supplies are lost. Further, the MSSVs
will provide system over pressure protection if the ADVs
fail to function, and the condenser steam dump valves will
normally be available for plant cooldown.

C.1

With two or more ADV lines inoperable, action must be
taken to restore all but one ADV line to OPERABLE
status. Since the block valve can be closed to isolate
an ADV, some repairs may be possible with the unit at
power. The 24 hour Completion Time is reasonable to
repair inoperable ADV lines, based on the availability
of the Steam Dump System and MSSVs, and the low
probability of an event occurring during this period
that would require the ADV lines.

(continued)
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AFW System
B 3.7.5

BASES (Continued)

ACTIONS A.1

If one of the two steam supplies to the turbine driven AFW

Insert 14 train is inoperable, action must be taken to restore
OPERABLE status within 7 days. The 7 day Completion Time is
reasonable, based on the following reasons:

a. The redundant OPERABLE steam supply to the turbine
driven AFW pump;

b. The availability of redundant OPERABLE motor driven
AFW pumps; and

c. The low probability of an event occurring that
requires the inoperable steam supply to the turbine
driven AFW pump.

The second Completion Time for Required Action A.1
establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for any
combination of Conditions to be inoperable during any
continuous failure to meet this LCO.

The 10 day Completion Time provides a limitation time
allowed in this specified Condition after discovery of
failure to meet the LCO. This limit is considered
reasonable for situations in which Conditions A and B are
entered concurrently.. The AND connector between 7 days and
10 days dictates that both Completion Times apply
simultaneously, and the more restrictive must be met.

B.1

With one of the required AFW trains (pump or flow path)
inoperable in MODE 1, 2, or 3 for reasons other than
Condition A, action must be taken to restore OPERABLE status
within 72 hours. This Condition includes the loss of two
steam supply lines to the turbine driven AFW pump. The
72 hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on redundant
capabilities afforded by the AFW System, time needed for
repairs, and the low probability of a DBA occurring during
this time period.

The second Completion Time for Required Action B.1
establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for any

(continued)
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INSERT 14 (LCO 3.7.5 BASES, AFW SYSTEM)

A Note prohibits the application of LCO 3.0.4.b to an inoperable AFW train when
entering MODE 1. There is an increased risk associated with entering MODE 1 with an
AFW train inoperable and the provisions of LCO 3.0.4.b, which allow entry into a
MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability with the LCO not met after
performance of a risk assessment addressing inoperable systems and components, should
not be applied in this circumstance.



AC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES

LCO
(continued)

The AC sources in one train must be separate and independent
(to the extent possible) of the AC sources in the other
train. For the DGs, separation and independence are
complete.

For the offsite AC sources, separation and independence are
to the extent practical. A circuit may be connected to more
than one ESF bus, with fast transfer capability to the other
circuit OPERABLE, and not violate separation criteria. A
circuit that is not connected to an ESF bus is required to
have OPERABLE fast transfer interlock mechanisms to at least
two ESF buses to support OPERABILITY of that circuit.

APPLICABILITY The AC sources are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4 to ensure that:

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant
pressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a result
of AOOs or abnormal transients; and

b. Adequate core cooling is provided and containment
OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained
in the event of a postulated DBA.

The AC power requirements for MODES 5 and 6 are covered in
LCO 3.8.2, "AC Sources - Shutdown.'

ACTIONS A.1

To ensure a highly reliable power source remains with one
offsite circuit inoperable, it is necessary to verify the

Insert 15 OPERABILITY of the remaining required offsite circuit on a
more frequent basis. Since the Required Action only
specifies "perform,N a failure of SR 3.8.1.1 acceptance
criteria does not result in a Required Action not met.
However, if a second required circuit fails SR 3.8.1.1, the
second offsite circuit is inoperable, and Condition C, for
two offsite circuits inoperable, is entered.

(continued)
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INSERT 15 (LCO 3.8.1 BASES, AC SOURCES - OPERATING)

A Note prohibits the application of LCO 3.0.4.b to an inoperable DG. There is an increased risk
associated with entering a MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability with an inoperable
DG and the provisions of LCO 3.0.4.b, which allow entry into a MODE or other specified condition in
the Applicability with the LCO not met after performance of a risk assessment addressing inoperable
systems and components, should not be applied in this circumstance.



Boron Concentration
B 3.9.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY This LCO is applicable in MODE 6 to ensure that the fuel in
the reactor vessel will remain subcritical. The required
boron concentration ensures a keff < 0.95. Above MODE 6,
LCO 3.1.1, "SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) - Tav > 2000 F," and
LCO 3.1.2, 'SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) - Tan, S 2000F,' ensure
that an adequate amount of negative reactivity is available
to shut down the reactor and maintain it subcritical. LC

o~~~ 1 AIA_ _ ___ n ... .a _ _ L _ _ - _ Itr _U ____:C
d-W. uaGoo not appe;s -o cnangoo in RIuuti or ocnor opOCiriOn
Gonditiono in the Applioabillt:' that aro part of a normal3
unit shutdown, or in NODEs 5 or 6, and thoroforo- doc not
proo4_ludo ant-; into rofucling actit'itioc Aithoutb meeting the
boron concontration requiromont. Thoroforo, a Noto hac boon
add4d to the Applieabilit,' that proeludoc entr;y into IIODE 6
boforo tho boron concontration roquiromontc aro mot

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

Continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity
additions (including actions to reduce boron concentration)
is contingent upon maintaining the unit in compliance with
the LCO. If the boron concentration of any coolant volume
in the RCS, the refueling canal, or the refueling cavity is
less than its limit, all operations involving CORE
ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity additions must be
suspended immediately.

Suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity
additions shall not preclude moving a component to a safe
position.

A.3

In addition to immediately suspending CORE ALTERATIONS or
positive reactivity additions, boration to restore the
concentration must be initiated immediately.

In determining the required combination of boration flow
rate and concentration, no unique Design Basis Event must be
satisfied. The only requirement is to restore the boron
concentration to its required value as soon as possible. In
order to raise the boron concentration as soon as possible,
the operator should begin boration with the best source
available for unit conditions.

(continued)
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Unborated Water Source Isolation Valves
B 3.9.2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In MODE 6, this LCO is applicable to prevent an inadvertent
boron dilution event by ensuring isolation of all sources of
unborated water to the RCS.

For all other MODES, the boron dilution accident was
analyzed and was found to be capable of being mitigated.
I-O 0 4 does not Appi: to Ghangos in AOD2e or_ othor1
cpocifiod conditionc in the Applicability that are part of a
normal unit shutdown, or in MODES 5 or E. -And thoreforo door
not procludc entr'; into rofueling aeti.-itien without mooting
. -- . . .. - . - --- - _ .-. _ _ .._ _ _---- . _ __ _ _ _ _

the Applicabilityc that procludor ontr,- into MODE 6 beforo
all unboratod 'Astor rourcoa aro icolatod

ACTIONS The ACTIONS table has been modified by a Note that allows
separate Condition entry for each unborated water source
isolation valve.

A.1

Continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS is contingent upon
maintaining the unit in compliance with this LCO. With any
valve used to isolate unborated water sources not secured in
the closed position, all operations involving CORE
ALTERATIONS must be suspended immediately. The Completion
Time of immediately for performance of Required Action A.1
shall not preclude completion of movement of a component to
a safe position.

Condition A has been modified by a Note to require that
Required Action A.3 be completed whenever Condition A is
entered.

A.2

Preventing inadvertent dilution of the reactor coolant boron
concentration is dependent on maintaining the unborated
water isolation valves secured closed. Securing the valves
in the closed position ensures that the valves cannot be
inadvertently opened. The Completion Time of immediately
requires an operator to initiate actions to close an open
valve and secure the isolation valve in the closed position
immediately. Once actions are initiated, they must be
continued until the valves are secured in the closed
position.

(continued)
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RHR and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level
B 3.9.6

BASES

LCO
(continued)

Additionally, one loop of RHR must be in operation in
order to provide:

a. Removal of decay heat;
b. Mixing of borated coolant to minimize the

possibility of criticality; and
c. Indication of reactor coolant temperature.

An OPERABLE RHR loop consists of an RHR pump, a heat
exchanger, valves, piping, instruments and controls to
ensure an OPERABLE flow path and to determine the low
end temperature. The flow path starts in one of the
RCS hot legs and is returned to the RCS cold legs.
Both RHR pumps may be aligned to the RWST to support
filling the refueling cavity or to perform RHR
injection testing. During these modes of operation,
the wide range RCS temperature indicators are used to
indicate RCS temperature since the RHR temperature
elements indicate RWST temperature when RHR pump
suction is from the RWST. The flow path for filling the
refueling cavity or for performance of RHR cold leg
injection testing starts at the RWST and is supplied
to the RCS cold legs. During RHR hot leg injection
testing with suction from the RWST, the other RHR train
must be OPERABLE and in operation with discharge to the
RCS cold legs. In this alignment, both RHR trains are
OPERABLE provided that the RHR train injecting into the
RHR hot legs is capable of being realigned to discharge
to the RCS cold legs in the event a failure occurs of
the RHR train supplying the cold legs.

Tho LO is modified by a Note that all2wo Qnly one RI-IR
loop to be _ 4 n _ _Ad in Aperation prir-i to the

the loop to be remo-ved from czr:ioc for up to 1 hour
per- 8 hourz period pyrowided no oporationc are permitted

: 2 CE_2 __ 5 :U ' - 2_1 -_ F-T- MES A

Thip alloxan-e i- prov:ided only' for the initial
Z.t __i c - -- t herAe irc no _,_a_' heat; preent.

APPLICABILITY Two RHR loops are required to be OPERABLE, and one RHR
loop must be in operation in MODE 6, with the water
level < 23 ft above the top of the reactor vessel
flange, to provide decay heat removal. Requirements
for the RHR System in other MODES are covered by LCOs
in Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System (RCS), and
Section 3.5, Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS).
RHR loop requirements in MODE 6 with the water level
2 23 ft are located in LCO 3.9.5, "Residual Heat
Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation - High Water
Level.' LCGO a041 dooc not apply to Ghangec in NOFSs

(continued)
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RHR and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level
B 3.9.6

BASES

APPLICABILITY or other spoeifiod oenditions in th6 Applieability that
.4.~o4). pro part of a normal unit chutdown or are in MODE; 5 or

6, and thoroforo, door not procludo ontro into thim LC
with cne ROUR loop inoperable ginno thir would
In5roG__ the probabilit:, of a omplatAe loom of doega:
Loat rmovnoAal, a Nioto has boon addod to the
Applioabilit,' that prclu~deg entr-y into 1MODE 6 wAith
;xa~ter- 32ovo3 - 23I ft ~aboeo tho topj of the r-artor- voccol
flang_ with Gn15: ono DUTR loo OPERABL

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

If less than the required number of RHR loops are
OPERABLE, actions shall be immediately initiated and
continued until the RHR loop is restored to OPERABLE
status and to operation or until 2 23 ft of water level
is established above the reactor vessel flange. When
the water level is 2 23 ft above the reactor vessel
flange, the Applicability changes to that of LCO 3.9.5,
and only one RHR loop is required to be OPERABLE and in
operation. An immediate Completion Time is necessary
for an operator to initiate corrective actions.

B.1

If no RHR loop is in operation, there will be no forced
circulation to provide mixing to establish uniform
boron concentrations. Reduced boron concentrations
cannot occur by the addition of water with a lower
boron concentration than that contained in the RCS,
because all of the unborated water sources are
isolated.

B.2

If no RHR loop is in operation, actions shall be
initiated immediately, and continued, to restore one
RHR loop to operation. Since the unit is in
Conditions A and B concurrently, the restoration of two
OPERABLE RHR loops and one operating RHR loop should be
accomplished expeditiously.

B.3

If no RHR loop is in operation, all containment
penetrations providing direct access from the
containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere must
be closed within 4 hours. With the RHR loop
requirements not met, the potential exists for the
coolant to boil and release radioactive gas to the
containment atmosphere. Closing containment
penetrations that are open to the outside atmosphere
ensures that dose limits are not exceeded.

The Completion Time of 4 hours is reasonable, based on
the low probability of the coolant boiling in that
time.

(continued)
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